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Summary

T

he federal government has adopted several policies
to encourage the production and purchase of electric
vehicles, which run partly or entirely on electric power
stored in a battery that can be recharged from a standard
home outlet. Such vehicles are fairly new, having been
reintroduced commercially in the United States late in
2010. Federal policies to promote their manufacture and
purchase include tax credits for buyers of new electric
vehicles, financial support for the industry that produces
them, and programs that promote efforts to educate
consumers about electric vehicles and improve the infrastructure for recharging them. The Congressional Budget
Office (CBO) estimates that such policies, some of which
also support other types of fuel-efficient vehicles, will
have a total budgetary cost of about $7.5 billion through
2019. Of those federal incentives, the tax credits for
buying electric vehicles—which account for about onefourth of that budgetary cost—are likely to have the
greatest impact on vehicle sales. The tax credits apply to
the first 200,000 electric vehicles sold by each manufacturer for use in the United States, after which the credits
gradually phase out.
The electric vehicles that are the focus of this study fall
into two broad classes:
 Plug-in hybrid vehicles are powered by an internal combustion engine, which runs on gasoline or other liquid
fuels, and by an electric motor, which is powered in
part by an externally rechargeable battery. (Traditional
hybrid vehicles, which have been available for about
10 years, also have internal combustion engines and
electric motors, but their batteries cannot be recharged
externally.)
 All-electric vehicles, also known as battery electric
vehicles, run entirely on battery power.

Tax Credits and the CostCompetitiveness of Electric Vehicles
At current vehicle and energy prices, the lifetime costs of
an electric vehicle are generally higher than those of a
conventional vehicle or traditional hybrid vehicle of similar size and performance, even with the tax credits. That
conclusion takes into account both the higher purchase
price of an electric vehicle and the lower fuel costs over
the vehicle’s life. For example, an average plug-in hybrid
vehicle (that is, an electric version of the typical lightduty vehicle) with a battery capacity of 16 kilowatt-hours
(kWh) would be eligible for the maximum tax credit of
$7,500.1 However, that vehicle would require a tax credit
of more than $12,000 to have roughly the same lifetime
costs as a comparable conventional or traditional hybrid
vehicle.
The additional tax credit that would be required for costcompetitiveness is smaller for electric vehicles that have
small batteries or that are substituting for vehicles with
low fuel economy. Assuming that everything else is equal,
the larger an electric vehicle’s battery capacity, the greater
its cost disadvantage relative to conventional vehicles—
and thus the larger the tax credit needed to make it costcompetitive. All-electric vehicles are closer than plug-in
hybrids to being cost-competitive with conventional
vehicles, for a given battery size.

Tax Credits and the Cost to the Government of
Reducing Gasoline Use and Emissions
The tax credits for electric vehicles have multiple direct
and indirect effects on the total amounts of gasoline
consumed and greenhouse gases emitted by the
U.S. transportation sector. The direct effect of the credits
1. Light-duty vehicles include passenger cars and light-duty trucks
(such as pickup trucks, minivans, and sport-utility vehicles) that
have a gross weight of no more than 8,500 pounds.
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is to subsidize purchases of electric vehicles—some of
which are additional purchases and some of which are
purchases that would have been made even without the
credits. In itself, that direct effect leads to lower gasoline
consumption and fewer emissions than would otherwise
be the case. The cost to the federal government of those
reductions can vary widely. For example, by CBO’s estimate, the cost of the credits’ direct effect on gasoline consumption ranges from about $3 to $7 per gallon saved
when people buy an electric vehicle that is similar in size
and performance to a conventional vehicle with average
fuel economy, depending on the electric vehicle’s type
and battery size. The cost per metric ton of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emissions reduced can vary even
more widely—from $230 to $4,400 in CBO’s estimates
for electric vehicles that are comparable to average-fueleconomy conventional vehicles—because that cost also
depends on the emissions released in generating the electricity used to recharge vehicles’ batteries.2 The cost per
gallon of gasoline saved or per metric ton of emissions
reduced is higher when electric vehicles substitute for
high-fuel-economy vehicles, which use comparatively
little gasoline themselves, and lower when the alternative
to electric vehicles is low-fuel-economy conventional
vehicles.

decisions, the tax credits cannot significantly affect total
gasoline use or greenhouse gas emissions by vehicles during the period when those standards are in effect.

Because of their other, indirect effects, however, the tax
credits will have little or no impact on the total gasoline
use and greenhouse gas emissions of the nation’s vehicle
fleet over the next several years. As a result, the cost per
gallon or per metric ton of any such reductions will be
much greater than the amounts described above. In particular, as automakers seek to comply with the rising
federal standards that govern the average fuel economy of
their vehicle fleets, they can use increased sales of highfuel-economy electric vehicles as an opportunity to boost
their sales of low-fuel-economy vehicles as well. (The
tax credits may also lead to more sales of traditional
hybrids and high-fuel-economy conventional vehicles
by prompting sellers to reduce their prices in an attempt
to compete with electric vehicles. But that pricecompetition effect also will probably be offset by greater
sales of low-fuel-economy vehicles.) Consequently, given
corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) standards that
are high enough to constrain automakers’ production

Comparing the Tax Credits with Other Recent
Subsidy Programs in the Transportation Sector

2. Because individual greenhouse gases vary in their warming characteristics and persistence in the atmosphere, researchers commonly
measure emissions in kilograms or metric tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent—the amount of carbon dioxide that would cause an
equivalent amount of warming over 100 years.
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Currently, that period extends through 2021 for the fuel
economy standards and through 2025 for the emissions
standards. Previously, CAFE standards were in place for
new vehicles through model year 2016, but regulators
recently set more-stringent fuel economy standards that
are due to take effect in 2017 and continue rising
through 2021, reaching about 40 miles per gallon in that
year. Parallel restrictions have been established on the
greenhouse gas emissions of vehicles for model years
2017 to 2025.3
Over the longer term, the tax credits can affect gasoline
consumption and emissions if future revisions to the
CAFE standards are influenced by current sales of electric
vehicles and expectations about future sales. Moreover, if
the credits play an important role in helping the U.S.
electric vehicle industry become self-sustaining, their
effect on vehicle sales might continue to affect CAFE
standards—and the resulting amounts of gasoline use and
emissions—for many years after the tax credits themselves have run out.

CBO compared the effects of the current tax credits in
reducing gasoline use and greenhouse gas emissions with
the effects of three other recent subsidy programs aimed
at the transportation sector: federal tax credits for the
purchase of traditional hybrid vehicles, which were in
effect until 2011; federal tax credits, most of which have
expired, for companies that blended biofuels with petroleum fuels; and the 2009 “Cash for Clunkers” program,
which made payments to people who traded in eligible
lower-fuel-economy vehicles for higher-fuel-economy
vehicles.4 Like the current credits for electric vehicles, the
3. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
sets CAFE standards for the fuel economy of passenger cars and
light-duty trucks, and the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) sets parallel standards to limit emissions of greenhouse
gases from such vehicles. NHTSA is allowed to set CAFE standards for only five years at a time (currently, through model year
2021); EPA has set emissions standards that run through model
year 2025.
4. Of the tax credits for biofuels, those for corn ethanol and biodiesel
expired in 2011, and the credits for cellulosic ethanol are due to
expire at the end of 2012.
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credits for traditional hybrids did not reduce gasoline use
or greenhouse gas emissions in the short term, because
sales of those high-fuel-economy vehicles allowed vehicle
manufacturers to sell more low-fuel-economy vehicles
and still comply with CAFE standards. By contrast, the
other two programs did reduce total gasoline use and
greenhouse gas emissions in the short term. The biofuel
credits lowered the emissions of vehicles already purchased, and “Cash for Clunkers” raised the average fuel
efficiency of all vehicles in operation (by reducing the
number of less fuel-efficient older vehicles in favor of
those with higher fuel economy).
The overall cost-effectiveness of such programs also
depends on their long-term impact on gasoline use and
greenhouse gas emissions. “Cash for Clunkers” probably
did not have an ongoing influence on buyers’ vehicle
choices, so it did not have any additional effects over the
long term. The biofuel credits may have had long-term
effects by making the biofuel industry more viable in
the future. And the tax credits for electric vehicles and
traditional hybrids could have a long-lasting influence
on CAFE standards, depending in part on the extent
to which they have affected or will affect regulators’
expectations about the future viability of their respective
industries. The credits’ influence on future CAFE standards could also depend on the extent to which they spur
additional sales of high-fuel-economy vehicles not eligible
for the credits by prompting manufacturers and retailers
to reduce the prices of those competing vehicles.
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whereas reducing or eliminating the credits would reduce
costs. Such changes would have little, if any, effect on
gasoline use or greenhouse gas emissions over the short
term, because automakers would still have to meet existing CAFE standards. However, changes in the size of
the tax credits could affect future CAFE standards by
influencing regulators’ expectations about future sales
of electric vehicles and could also affect the commercial
viability of the U.S. electric vehicle industry.
Increases or moderate reductions in the number of credits
available would probably have little near-term impact
on the credits’ benefits to society—or on the cost to the
government of those benefits—because sales of electric
vehicles are years away from reaching the 200,000-permanufacturer milestone now in effect. The long-term
costs and benefits of changing the number of credits
available are uncertain; they depend greatly on how
future CAFE standards are set and on the pace at which
the electric vehicle industry develops.

Lawmakers concerned about gasoline consumption or
greenhouse gas emissions could take a number of
approaches in setting future policies, some within the
framework of the existing tax credits and others involving
very different policies.

Another option available to policymakers is to increase
the federal excise tax on sales of gasoline. Raising that tax
(and thus the price of fuel) would tend to reduce gasoline
use and emissions, particularly after drivers had enough
time to adjust their commuting patterns or to purchase
different vehicles. Other policies—such as an economywide cap-and-trade program for greenhouse gas emissions
or a tax on the carbon content of fossil fuels—could focus
on low-cost reductions in emissions outside the transportation sector. Such policies would tend to minimize the
total cost of achieving a given reduction in emissions, but
they would probably have less of an effect on gasoline
consumption than electric vehicle tax credits that
achieved the same reduction in emissions, and they
would have little or no effect on the development of the
electric vehicle industry.

Some lawmakers have proposed altering the dollar
amounts of the tax credits or the number of vehicle purchases to which they would apply.5 Increasing the size of
the tax credits would raise federal budgetary costs,

5. For example, two bills introduced in the current (112th) Congress
(S. 232 and H.R. 500) would make the credits apply to the first
500,000 electric vehicles sold by each manufacturer (up from
200,000 under current law).

Possible Approaches for Future Policies

V
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Electric Vehicles and Government
Policies That Support Them
In recent years, automakers have put more emphasis on
developing vehicles that run on electricity stored in a
rechargeable battery, anticipating that high gasoline
prices and concern about greenhouse gas emissions will
spur greater demand for electric vehicles. A limited number of such vehicles have been available in the United
States in the past (General Motors offered the EV1 for
lease in the 1990s, for example), but automakers began
introducing a new generation of electric vehicles late in
2010. Since then, roughly 40,000 of those vehicles have
been sold, out of total U.S. sales of more than 15 million
light-duty vehicles. Most analysts expect sales of electric
vehicles to grow modestly in coming years as automakers
introduce a wider variety of models, although such vehicles will probably continue to make up only a small share
of total vehicle sales for many years to come.
Unlike conventional vehicles and traditional hybrid vehicles—which run on gasoline, gasoline blends that contain
up to 85 percent ethanol (E85), or diesel fuel—electric
vehicles use electricity stored in the vehicle’s battery for
some or all of the distance they travel. Once the battery is
depleted, it can be recharged by being plugged into a
standard home outlet. Electric vehicles fall into two broad
classes:
 Plug-in hybrid vehicles can operate on gasoline and on
stored electricity, which allows them to be driven for
as many miles as conventional vehicles. Plug-in
hybrids differ from the more common traditional
hybrids in that they use an externally rechargeable battery to power their electric motor, in addition to an
internal combustion engine. (For more details, see
Box 1.)

 All-electric vehicles run entirely on battery power, so
they cannot be driven once the battery is depleted. For
that reason, all-electric vehicles generally have a larger
battery than plug-in hybrids do. However, all-electric
vehicles are likely to be used mainly for limiteddistance travel. Long-distance travel requires frequent
recharging, which is difficult because recharging can
take hours.

The federal government promotes the production and
purchase of electric vehicles through a number of policies.
Incentives for production include grants to companies
that manufacture batteries and other components of
electric vehicles, subsidized loans to establish or expand
facilities that produce various types of high-fuel-economy
vehicles, and investment tax credits for developing facilities that manufacture clean energy technologies. Federal
regulations—especially recent increases in corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) standards for cars and light
trucks—also encourage the production of electric vehicles
by requiring higher average fuel economy for new vehicles.1 Among the incentives for purchasing electric
vehicles, the ones with the largest impact on vehicles’
price are the federal tax credits of $2,500 to $7,500 for
people who buy new electric vehicles. In addition to
those federal policies, many states offer incentives for
electric vehicles, such as tax credits, exemptions from
state and local taxes, and preferential access to highoccupancy-vehicle lanes.2
1. For more information about those standards, see Box 2 on
page 14 and Congressional Budget Office, How Would Proposed
Fuel Economy Standards Affect the Highway Trust Fund?
(May 2012).
2. State tax credits for the purchase of new electric vehicles can be as
high as $7,500, although only a handful of states offer tax credits.
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Box 1.

How Electric Vehicles Differ from Conventional and Traditional
Hybrid Vehicles
The fundamental difference among conventional
vehicles, traditional hybrids, and electric vehicles is
whether they are propelled by an internal combustion
engine, an electric motor, or a combination of the
two. Conventional vehicles are at one end of the
spectrum. They use a battery for starting but receive
all of their propulsion from an internal combustion
engine—the dominant vehicle technology for the
past 100 years. An internal combustion engine burns
liquid fuels (primarily petroleum fuels mixed with
biofuels or other blending components) and uses the
energy released to power the vehicle.
At the other end of the spectrum are all-electric
vehicles (such as the Nissan Leaf ). They are propelled
only by an electric motor using electricity from power
plants or other sources of generation (such as solar
or other renewable power) that is stored in a large
rechargeable battery.1 (The Leaf ’s battery has a capacity of 24 kilowatt-hours.) Once such a battery is
depleted, the driver can recharge it using a standard
plug and outlet at home, work, or elsewhere. The
battery in an all-electric vehicle is also recharged
somewhat while the vehicle is operating, through a
process known as regenerative braking, which captures some of the energy released when the brakes are
applied. Regenerative braking is most effective during
city driving, which typically involves numerous stops
and starts.
Unlike conventional and all-electric vehicles, which
use either an internal combustion engine or an
1. “All-electric vehicles” can refer to other types of vehicles that
run only on an electric motor, such as fuel cell vehicles,
which are powered by electricity produced in the vehicle
instead of electricity produced externally and stored in a
rechargeable battery. In this study, however, “all-electric vehicles” refers only to vehicles that run exclusively on electricity
and have a battery that is recharged from the electricity grid
using a plug.
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electric motor, traditional hybrids use both. Traditional gas-electric hybrids (such as some models of
the Toyota Prius) rely on an electric motor when
operating at low speeds and sometimes during acceleration (in conjunction with the internal combustion
engine).The electric motor boosts the vehicle’s efficiency during those times and also allows the use of a
smaller, more fuel-efficient engine that does not need
to shoulder all of the demands of vehicle acceleration.
However, traditional hybrid vehicles cannot be
recharged with a plug; instead, the internal combustion engine and energy recovered from regenerative
braking maintain the battery’s charge and provide
power to the electric motor. Thus, like conventional
vehicles, traditional hybrids depend entirely on liquid
fuels for their propulsion.
Plug-in hybrid vehicles (such as the Chevrolet Volt
and the Toyota Prius Plug-in Hybrid) have elements
of electric vehicles, conventional vehicles, and traditional hybrids. Like all-electric vehicles, they have
large batteries that can be recharged using a standard
home outlet. (The Volt’s battery has a capacity of
16 kilowatt-hours.) But like conventional and traditional hybrid vehicles, plug-in hybrids also have
internal combustion engines. Plug-in hybrids run
on electric power for as long as their batteries have a
sufficient charge. Once the charge falls to about
30 percent of total capacity, the vehicle’s internal
combustion engine takes over to provide power and
prevent the charge from declining further. Thus,
when plug-in hybrids run on battery power, they
operate like all-electric vehicles; when they use their
internal combustion engine and run on liquid fuels,
they operate like traditional hybrids. In some cases,
plug-in hybrid vehicles can run on liquid fuels and
electric power simultaneously (depending on the
model and the type of driving being done), which
lengthens the distance they can travel before exhausting their battery power.
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This study by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO)
focuses on the federal tax credits for electric vehicles. It
assesses the extent to which the credits promote sales of
such vehicles by making them more cost-competitive
with other vehicles. The study also examines how
cost-effective the tax credits are at meeting energy and
environmental goals by reducing gasoline consumption
and greenhouse gas emissions. In addition, the analysis
looks at how the tax credits and other federal incentives
might affect the electric vehicle industry over the long
term, at the possible impact of modifying the credits, and
at how the costs and benefits of the credits compare with
those of other policy approaches.

Federal Tax Credits Supporting the Sale of
Electric Vehicles
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
(ARRA) created a federal income tax credit for people
who purchase new electric vehicles. The size of the credit
depends on the capacity of the vehicle’s battery, measured
in terms of kilowatt-hours (kWh) of electric power. The
credit begins at $2,500 for an electric vehicle with a
4 kWh battery and increases by $417 for every additional
kWh of capacity, up to a maximum of $7,500 (for a vehicle with a 16 kWh or larger battery). Earlier tax credits of
as much as $3,400 were available to buyers of traditional
hybrid vehicles; they expired at the end of 2010.
The tax credit is subtracted from the amount of federal
income tax that the buyer owes. The credit is not refundable, however; if the amount of the credit exceeds that tax
liability, the buyer does not receive the difference as a
tax refund. Thus, people with relatively little income tax
liability may be eligible to receive only a fraction of the
credit’s nominal value.
The current tax credits apply in full to the first 200,000
electric vehicles sold by each manufacturer for use in the
United States, after which they will gradually be phased
out. For each manufacturer, the phaseout period will
begin two calendar quarters after the 200,000-vehicle
threshold is achieved and last for four quarters, during
which buyers of new vehicles will receive progressively
smaller credits. Afterward, the tax credits will not be
available for any electric vehicle made by that manufacturer, although they may still be available for electric
vehicles produced by other automakers. Under current
law, there is no expiration date for the credits and no
limit on the number of eligible vehicle manufacturers.

3

Currently, three models (the Chevrolet Volt, Nissan Leaf,
and Toyota Prius Plug-in Hybrid) account for nearly all
of the sales of electric vehicles in the United States. Some
additional models are also available, and others are
expected to be introduced in the next few years. Because
only about 40,000 electric vehicles have been sold for use
in the United States since late 2010 (when the Volt was
introduced), no manufacturer is near the threshold at
which the tax credits will begin to be phased out.
The tax credits for electric vehicles could have a budgetary cost of as much as $1.5 billion (200,000 vehicles
times a maximum of $7,500 per vehicle) or more for each
manufacturer over a number of years, depending on the
number of vehicles sold during the phaseout period.
When the tax credits were being considered by the
Congress, the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation
estimated that their budgetary cost would total
$2.0 billion between fiscal years 2009 and 2019.3

Other Federal Incentives for the Sale or Production
of Electric Vehicles and Related Technologies
Various other federal incentives—in the form of loans or
grants—apply to the electric vehicle industry (see
Table 1). For example, the Electric Drive Vehicle Battery
and Component Manufacturing Initiative provides grants
to support the expansion of manufacturing plants in the
United States that specialize in producing batteries and
other parts for electric vehicles. ARRA provided $2 billion in funding to the Department of Energy (DOE) for
grants under that program. Of that amount, $1.5 billion
was awarded to battery producers, intermediate suppliers
for those producers, and recyclers of vehicle batteries;
the other $500 million was awarded to manufacturers of
components for electric vehicles and intermediate suppliers of that manufacturing.4 DOE estimates that the
$2 billion in grants will support a productive capacity
of about 500,000 vehicle batteries per year by 2015.5
3. Joint Committee on Taxation, Estimated Budget Effects of the
Revenue Provisions Contained in the Conference Agreement for
H.R. 1, the “American Recovery and Reinvestment Tax Act of 2009,”
JCX-19-09 (February 12, 2009), p. 3.
4. Department of Energy, “Recovery Act Awards for Electric Drive
Vehicle Battery and Component Manufacturing Initiative”
(October 2011), www1.eere.energy.gov/recovery/pdfs/
battery_awardee_list.pdf.
5. Department of Energy, One Million Electric Vehicles by 2015:
February 2011 Status Report (February 2011), www1.eere
.energy.gov/vehiclesandfuels/pdfs/1_million_electric
_vehicles_rpt.pdf.
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Table 1.

Federal Incentives Available to Buyers or Producers of Electric Vehicles
Incentive

Description

Budgetary Cost
(Billions of dollars)

Tax Credits for New Plug-in Electric Drive
Motor Vehicles

Tax credits of up to $7,500 for buyers of new electric
vehicles

2.0a

Electric Drive Vehicle Battery and Component
Manufacturing Initiative

Grants to manufacturers of batteries and other parts
for electric vehicles

2.0b

Transportation Electrification Initiative

Grants to establish development, demonstration,
evaluation, and education projects to accelerate the
introduction and use of electric vehicles

0.4b

Up to $25 billion in direct loans to manufacturers of
automobiles and automobile parts to promote the
production of high-fuel-efficiency vehicles

3.1c

Advanced Technology Vehicles Manufacturing
Program

Source: Congressional Budget Office.
a. Total cost between fiscal years 2009 and 2019, as estimated by the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation.
b. Total funding appropriated over the life of the program.
c. Total net budgetary cost over the life of the program. Lawmakers originally appropriated $7.5 billion to cover the subsidy costs of
loans made by the program. The Department of Energy (DOE) has obligated $3.5 billion of that budget authority on the basis of its
initial estimates of the subsidy costs of the $8.4 billion in loans approved through May 2012 (including approximately $2.4 billion in
loans identified as supporting the production of plug-in hybrid or all-electric vehicles). Of the $3.1 billion shown here, $1.6 billion is
DOE’s most recent revised estimate of the subsidy cost of the loans approved through May 2012, and the other $1.5 billion is CBO’s
projection of the subsidy costs that DOE will incur from the roughly $4 billion of the original $7.5 billion appropriation not yet obligated.

DOE’s Transportation Electrification Initiative has
made commitments for $400 million in grants for
demonstration, deployment, and education projects
involving electric vehicles.6 Also funded by ARRA, the
initiative is intended to enhance the appeal of electric
vehicles to consumers by promoting awareness of the
vehicles and expanding the infrastructure for charging
them. Although such projects may spur sales of electric
vehicles and help increase the availability of charging
opportunities (thus alleviating a concern of some wouldbe purchasers), they do little to reduce one of the biggest
impediments to electric vehicle sales—the high price of
such vehicles relative to the price of nonelectric
alternatives.
The Advanced Technology Vehicles Manufacturing
(ATVM) program provides loans to U.S. automakers
and parts manufacturers to help offset the cost of
6. Department of Energy, “Recovery Act Awards for Electric Drive
Vehicle Battery and Component Manufacturing Initiative”
(October 2011), www1.eere.energy.gov/recovery/pdfs/battery
_awardee_list.pdf.
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reequipping, expanding, or establishing plants to produce
high-fuel-economy vehicles and their components. The
$25 billion loan program was authorized by the Energy
Independence and Security Act of 2007, and appropriations to cover the estimated $7.5 billion subsidy cost were
provided by the Consolidated Security, Disaster Assistance, and Continuing Appropriations Act, 2009. (The
$25 billion is the total principal amount authorized; the
$7.5 billion is the total estimated net cost of the loans to
the government, after accounting for loan defaults, interest payments, and other aspects of the loan transactions.)
As of May 2012, DOE had approved $8.4 billion in
loans under the ATVM program.7 A total of $3.5 billion
was initially obligated to cover the estimated subsidy cost
of those loans, although DOE has since revised that
7. For a list of those loans, see the Web site of the Department of
Energy’s Loan Programs Office, http://lpo.energy.gov/
?page_id=45. The $8.4 billion total differs from what was
reported for the ATVM program in Congressional Budget Office,
Federal Financial Support for the Development and Production of
Fuels and Energy Technologies (March 2012), because a $730 million loan that had previously been conditionally approved by
DOE was not granted.
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estimated cost downward to $1.6 billion. However, only
$2.4 billion of the loans approved so far are identified as
supporting the production of electric vehicles (as opposed
to other vehicle technologies). Of the $4.0 billion that
DOE has not yet obligated from the $7.5 billion originally appropriated for subsidy costs, CBO anticipates
that $1.5 billion will be spent in coming years.
Thus, the budgetary cost of the main federal programs
that support electric vehicle technologies is estimated to
total about $7.5 billion through 2019: $2.0 billion for
the tax credits; $2.4 billion for grants to battery producers, intermediate suppliers, and demonstration projects;
and $3.1 billion for the estimated subsidy cost of the
loans provided by the ATVM program ($1.6 billion for
loans already made and $1.5 billion for future loans).8
Because the bulk of the ATVM loans were made to
automakers for other purposes, the estimated budgetary
cost of support for electric vehicles and related technologies through 2019 is $4.4 billion plus a portion of the
$3.1 billion in ATVM subsidy costs—or a total of
$5 billion to $6 billion.
In addition, the government now has or recently had
some broader incentive programs (not shown in Table 1)
for which producers or users of electric vehicles and
related technologies are or were eligible. They include the
following:
 The Advanced Energy Manufacturing Tax Credit, a
tax credit equal to 30 percent of the cost of establishing a facility to develop advanced and clean energy
technologies;
 The Alternative Fuel Infrastructure Tax Credit, a
30 percent tax credit that was available through 2011
to consumers and businesses that supported the installation of alternative fueling equipment;
 The Innovative Technology Loan Guarantee Program,
an initiative that provides subsidized loans to promote
technologies that reduce or sequester air pollutants or
greenhouse gas emissions; and
 The Clean Cities Program, a partnership among the
federal government, local governments, and private
8. The timing of future ATVM loans is unknown, so some of the
estimated $1.5 billion in future subsidy costs could be incurred
after 2019.
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industries to reduce petroleum consumption in the
transportation sector.
However, those four broader incentive programs are not
major sources of support for electric vehicles or related
manufacturing, because they have been used primarily for
other purposes.

How the Tax Credits for Electric Vehicles Compare
with Other Incentives
Of the federal government’s current incentives for the use
of electric vehicle technologies, the tax credits for the purchase of such vehicles have the most significant effect on
vehicle ownership because they have the biggest impact
on the price that consumers pay. The federal aid to producers of electric vehicles or components could lower the
price of such vehicles, but much less than the tax credits
do. For example, if production facilities are able to meet
the schedule that DOE envisions for the Electric Drive
Vehicle Battery and Component Manufacturing Initiative over the course of a 20-year plant life, and if the
savings in production costs from that program’s grants
are fully passed on to consumers in the form of lower
vehicle prices, the grants will reduce the cost of buying an
electric vehicle by about $30 per kWh of battery capacity.
For a 16 kWh electric vehicle, that savings would amount
to about $500, much smaller than the $7,500 tax credit
for purchasing a vehicle of that size. That comparison
ignores other potential benefits of the grant program that
could reduce vehicle prices over time—such as increased
competition among automakers or more-rapid advances
in technology because of increased research and development—but those effects are difficult to estimate and
probably have a smaller impact on prices than the tax
credits do. Other federal programs that aid producers of
electric vehicles or components provide less assistance
than does the Electric Drive Vehicle Battery and Component Manufacturing Initiative and thus will have even less
effect on the retail price of electric vehicles.
Similarly, other types of programs that support electric
vehicles appear to have had little effect to date on the
market for such vehicles. Vehicle demonstration projects
are aimed at helping to educate consumers about the viability of electric vehicles, and incentives to expand charging infrastructure are intended to make electric vehicles
more convenient to own and less costly to operate. Those
programs could have a more significant impact in future
years, particularly if they stimulate consumer demand to
CBO
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the point that higher production volume greatly reduces
the cost of electric vehicles.

Using Federal Tax Credits to Promote
Sales of Electric Vehicles
For electric vehicles to achieve the aims that supporters
have for them—such as decreasing gasoline consumption,
reducing emissions of greenhouse gases, and strengthening the U.S. automobile industry—consumers must buy
those vehicles. Because of differences in vehicle design
and technology, electric vehicles cost thousands of dollars
more to purchase than conventional vehicles of comparable size and performance. At the same time, electric
vehicles are less expensive to operate than other vehicles,
because electricity is cheaper than gasoline per mile of
travel. Thus, in deciding whether to buy an electric vehicle, consumers face a trade-off between its higher price
and its lower operating cost compared with other types of
vehicles.
The electric vehicle tax credits can influence that decision
by offsetting some of the vehicles’ higher purchase price.
But how large would the credits need to be to make electric vehicles cost-competitive with other vehicles, in the
sense of having similar total purchase and operating costs
over the lifetime of a vehicle? The answer depends on the
relative purchase and operating costs of different electric
and nonelectric vehicles and on how consumers value the
trade-off between current costs and future savings. By
CBO’s estimates, the credits are large enough for some
electric vehicles (such as plug-in hybrids with small batteries) to be cost-competitive with conventional vehicles
of the same size and performance, given current fuel
prices. But for other electric vehicles (such as compact
plug-in hybrids with relatively large batteries), the credits
would have to be two or three times as large as they are
now to make those vehicles cost-competitive.
Those results have several important caveats. First, they
apply to electric vehicles at current prices. However,
experts project that the prices of such vehicles will decline
in coming years. In CBO’s estimation, that decline may
be significant enough that by the end of this decade, the
tax credits, if still available, would make many electric
vehicles less expensive to own and operate over the life of
the vehicles than comparable nonelectric vehicles.
Second, although CBO’s analysis focuses on the costcompetitiveness of electric vehicles, buyers also weigh
CBO

other characteristics when deciding which vehicle to
purchase. For example, electric vehicles may appeal to
people who like to be “early adopters” of a new technology or who place great value on reducing their use of
petroleum or their greenhouse gas emissions. Such buyers
may purchase an electric vehicle even if the tax credits
do not completely offset its higher lifetime costs. Other
buyers—faced with uncertainty about whether electric
vehicles will have a long enough range to satisfy their
driving needs, whether opportunities to recharge the battery will be plentiful and recharging times will be short
enough for convenience, or whether electric vehicle technologies will be sufficiently reliable compared with other
technologies—may not purchase an electric vehicle even
if the tax credits more than offset its higher lifetime costs.
Either way, such noncost characteristics mean that electric and nonelectric vehicles are not perfect substitutes for
one another, even if they are otherwise similar.

How the Tax Credits Affect the Relative Costs of
Vehicle Ownership
For its analysis of the impact of the tax credits on
vehicles’ lifetime costs and on gasoline consumption
and greenhouse gas emissions, CBO compared notional
plug-in hybrid or all-electric vehicles with representative
nonelectric vehicles in three different classes: low-fueleconomy trucks, average-fuel-economy light-duty
vehicles, and high-fuel-economy compact cars.9 That
approach avoided the kind of apples-to-oranges comparison that would occur if CBO examined the costs and
operating characteristics of a compact electric vehicle
relative to those of a conventional light-duty truck.
The key results of that analysis are as follows:
 Given current prices for vehicles and fuel, in most
cases the existing tax credits do not fully offset the
higher lifetime costs of an electric vehicle compared
with those of an equivalent conventional vehicle or
traditional hybrid. For example, CBO estimates
that a plug-in hybrid with a 16 kWh battery that is
comparable in size and performance to an averagefuel-economy conventional vehicle (that is, one with a
9. Light-duty vehicles include passenger cars and light-duty trucks
(such as pickup trucks, minivans, and sport-utility vehicles) that
have a gross weight of no more than 8,500 pounds. Most of the
electric vehicles that are currently available are midsize or compact
passenger cars. Although no plug-in hybrid or all-electric lightduty trucks are on the market now, such vehicles may become
available in the next few years.
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fuel economy of about 25 miles per gallon) would cost
about $19,000 more to buy than the conventional
vehicle. That plug-in hybrid would reduce the total
discounted present value of fuel costs over an assumed
150,000-mile life by about $7,000 (based on average
prices, in 2010 dollars, of $3.60 per gallon for gasoline
and 12 cents per kWh for electricity and a discount
rate of 10 percent), for a total difference in lifetime
costs of about $12,000.10 The $7,500 tax credit that
applies to such a vehicle would need to be about
60 percent larger to make up that difference.
 Assuming that everything else is equal, the larger an
electric vehicle’s battery capacity, the greater its cost
disadvantage relative to conventional vehicles—and
thus the larger the tax credit needed to make it costcompetitive (see the top panel of Figure 1). The
reason is that bigger batteries are more expensive, and
the additional capacity provides value to drivers only
on days when they are able to use that capacity before
the battery is recharged again (which is assumed to
occur once each day). Conversely, electric vehicles
with small batteries are more cost-competitive. For
example, the present-value difference in lifetime costs
between a plug-in hybrid with a 4 kWh battery and a
comparable average-fuel-economy conventional vehicle is about $2,400, CBO estimates—nearly the same
as the current tax credit for that vehicle. But the difference in costs between a plug-in hybrid with a 16 kWh
battery and a comparable average-fuel-economy
conventional vehicle is about $12,000.
 All-electric vehicles are closer to being costcompetitive with conventional vehicles than are
plug-in hybrids with the same size battery, but the
tax credits would still need to be about 50 percent
higher than they are now to fully offset the higher
lifetime costs of an all-electric vehicle. The key reason
is that the limits on how far all-electric vehicles can
travel before needing to be recharged reduce their savings in fuel costs.11 Without those limits—that is, if
all-electric vehicles could be driven the same distance
as conventional or plug-in hybrid vehicles—the
$7,500 tax credit would generally be sufficient to
make them cost-competitive.
10. A present value is a single number that expresses a flow of current
and future costs or savings in terms of an equivalent lump sum
paid or saved today. The present value depends on the rate of
interest (the discount rate) that is used to translate future cash
flows into current dollars.
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 A larger tax credit is needed to make electric vehicles
cost-competitive with higher-fuel-economy conventional vehicles. In the case of plug-in hybrid vehicles
with 16 kWh batteries, for example, equalizing the
lifetime costs of a highly fuel-efficient conventional
compact car and a plug-in hybrid of comparable size
and performance would require about $3,400 more in
tax credits than equalizing the lifetime costs of a lowfuel-economy conventional light-duty truck and a
comparable plug-in hybrid—that is, about $13,200
instead of $9,800 (see the the estimates for PHEV-16
in the top panel of Figure 1). The differences are
smaller for all-electric vehicles. Because those vehicles
will probably be driven for fewer total miles during a
year, their overall lifetime cost is determined more by
their purchase price than by future savings on fuel.
 The tax credits that would be needed to make
plug-in hybrids cost-competitive are about the
same whether those vehicles are compared with conventional vehicles or with traditional hybrids. The
savings in fuel costs are smaller when the alternative to
a plug-in hybrid is a traditional hybrid, but that
reduction in savings is largely offset by a smaller
difference in purchase price.
 Although tax credits are generally not large enough
to ensure that electric vehicles are cost-competitive
today, they may be sufficient to do so if they are
available in later years.12 Experts predict that prices
for electric vehicles will decline in the years ahead
as technological improvements and the effects of
larger-scale production take hold. On the basis of
those predictions, CBO projects that the gap in purchase price between an electric vehicle and a comparable conventional vehicle will narrow by an average of
11. Because all-electric vehicles have no secondary fuel source and
cannot travel long distances before being recharged, CBO assumes
that they will be driven roughly half as far each year as other
vehicles. If everything else is equal, that reduced driving range
increases the relative operating costs of all-electric vehicles,
because fewer miles traveled means smaller savings in fuel costs.
12. Of the notional vehicles included in CBO’s analysis, only a
plug-in hybrid light-duty truck with a 4 kWh battery could be
cost-competitive with a comparable conventional vehicle today
even without the tax credit. However, plug-in hybrid light-duty
trucks with such small batteries are unlikely to be produced for
sale; in general, those trucks will probably require larger-capacity
batteries, given their size and performance. CBO included such
vehicles in its analysis to help show how vehicle type and battery
size affect the results.

CBO
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Figure 1.

Tax Credits and Gasoline Prices Necessary for Various Electric Vehicles to
Be Cost-Competitive with Conventional Vehicles at 2011 Vehicle Prices
Tax Credits Necessary for Cost-Competitiveness
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Source: Congressional Budget Office.
Notes: These results are based on an assumed discount rate of 10 percent and assumed prices (in 2010 dollars) of $3.60 per gallon for
gasoline and 12 cents per kWh for electricity. Those and other assumptions are discussed in the appendix.
kWh = kilowatt-hours; PHEV-4 =plug-in hybrid electric vehicle with a 4 kWh battery; AEV-24 =all-electric vehicle with a 24 kWh
battery.
a. Value of -$210. A negative value indicates that the discounted lifetime cost of an electric vehicle without the tax credit is less than the
cost of an equivalent conventional vehicle.
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Figure 2.

Tax Credits Necessary for Various Electric Vehicles to Be Cost-Competitive with
Conventional Vehicles at 2020 Vehicle Prices
(Dollars)
12,000
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Source: Congressional Budget Office.
Notes: These results are based on an assumed discount rate of 10 percent and assumed prices (in 2010 dollars) of $3.90 per gallon for
gasoline and 12 cents per kWh for electricity. Those and other assumptions are discussed in the appendix.
Vehicle prices in 2020 reflect a decline of approximately 40 percent in the difference between retail prices of electric vehicles and
those of equivalent conventional vehicles compared with price differences in 2011.
A negative value for the necessary tax credit indicates that the discounted lifetime cost of an electric vehicle without the tax credit is
less than the cost of an equivalent conventional vehicle.
kWh = kilowatt-hours; PHEV-4 =plug-in hybrid electric vehicle with a 4 kWh battery; AEV-24 =all-electric vehicle with a 24 kWh
battery.
a. The amounts of the tax credit for electric vehicles are fixed in nominal terms. To calculate their value in 2020, CBO adjusted those
amounts to reflect the expected growth of overall prices between now and 2020, which will reduce the inflation-adjusted value of the
credit to $2,100 for a plug-in hybrid with a 4 kWh battery and $6,300 for all-electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids with batteries having a
capacity of 16 kWh or more.

about 40 percent by 2020. At that point, the purchase
price of a plug-in hybrid would exceed the price of a
comparable conventional vehicle by about $700 per
kWh of battery capacity, on average, compared with
$1,200 per kWh now. With those vehicle prices, the
tax credits—if still available—would generally be
sufficient to make electric vehicles cost-competitive,
taking into account the remaining difference in purchase prices and savings in fuel costs (see Figure 2).13
Those projections incorporate the expectation that the
fuel economy of all vehicles will rise over time, as will
gasoline and electricity prices.

The Basis for CBO’s Cost Comparisons
Because the price of an electric vehicle, the maximum
tax credit a buyer can receive, and the vehicle’s energy
and environmental benefits all depend on the size of the
battery, CBO based its analysis on battery size. For the
electric vehicles in its comparisons, CBO used four
notional combinations of battery size and vehicle type
intended to represent the range of vehicles expected to be
13. At some point, continued declines in the prices of electric vehicles,
combined with their lower fuel costs, could allow them to be
cost-competitive with conventional vehicles even without the tax
credits. On the basis of the experts’ projections, CBO projects that
most electric vehicles will not reach that point until after 2030,
though developments that far in the future are very uncertain.

CBO
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available for purchase either now or at some point in the
future: plug-in hybrid vehicles with battery capacities of
4, 16, or 24 kWh and an all-electric vehicle with a battery
capacity of 24 kWh. CBO did not include all-electric
vehicles with batteries smaller than 24 kWh because,
given their limited range, such vehicles would probably
not appeal to enough buyers for automakers to market
them in significant numbers.
Plug-in hybrids with 24 kWh batteries are also unlikely
to play a significant role in the market. (They would
appeal to relatively few buyers because they would be
more expensive than plug-in hybrids with 16 kWh batteries, but drivers would benefit from the extra range
provided by the larger battery only on days when their
driving exceeded the range of a 16 kWh plug-in hybrid.)
Nevertheless, CBO included those vehicles in its analysis
to illustrate the cost characteristics and the energy and
environmental benefits of driving a plug-in hybrid with a
battery larger than 16 kWh (the smallest capacity that is
eligible for a $7,500 credit) and to provide a direct comparison with a similarly sized all-electric vehicle.
In a given class, each of those four notional electric
vehicles was compared with a hypothetical conventional
or traditional hybrid vehicle of the same size and performance. Such comparisons only approximate actual
vehicle choices available to buyers, for several reasons.
First, CBO used estimates of costs and characteristics that
were intended to be representative of the vehicles in a particular class, but specific vehicles available on the market
may cost more or less to buy and operate. Second, the
electric vehicles currently being produced do not have
identical nonelectric counterparts. Third, electric vehicles
do not perfectly substitute for otherwise identical nonelectric vehicles because differences in their driving range,
ease of refueling, technology, and emissions are important
to some buyers.
Although CBO compared electric vehicles with both conventional vehicles and traditional hybrids, the primary
focus of this study is the trade-off between comparable
electric and conventional vehicles. One reason for comparing electric vehicles with traditional hybrids is that
potential buyers of electric vehicles are probably more
likely to buy a traditional hybrid than a conventional
vehicle, because they probably place greater weight on
future savings in fuel costs or on the potential energy and
environmental benefits of reducing gasoline consumption. Nevertheless, CBO focused on the comparison with
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conventional vehicles because sizable reductions in the
gasoline use or greenhouse gas emissions of light-duty
vehicles are possible only if conventional vehicles account
for the bulk of such reductions—not only because traditional hybrids are fewer in number but also because they
are already more fuel efficient than conventional vehicles.
Consequently, to the extent that people who receive tax
credits for buying electric vehicles would otherwise have
bought traditional hybrids rather than conventional vehicles, the cost of the tax credits per unit of environmental
gain is higher, as discussed later in this study.

Key Assumptions Underlying CBO’s Analysis
To compare electric and nonelectric vehicles, CBO had to
make numerous estimates and assumptions about such
factors as the relative purchase prices of different types
and sizes of electric and nonelectric vehicles, the amount
of gasoline or electric power they use for each mile they
travel, current and future prices for gasoline and electricity, and the rate at which consumers discount the value of
future savings relative to current costs. Those estimates
and assumptions are described in detail in the appendix,
but several key ones are discussed below.
Vehicle Prices. On the basis of estimates by other analysts, CBO concludes that, on average, the difference in
purchase price between a plug-in hybrid vehicle and a
conventional vehicle of similar size and performance consists of a fixed component of about $4,000 (which reflects
cost differences that are independent of the size of the
electric vehicle’s battery) and a variable component of
about $950 per kWh (which reflects costs that depend
directly or indirectly on the size of the battery).14 On that
basis, a 16 kWh plug-in hybrid can be expected to cost
about $19,000 more to buy than a comparable conventional vehicle [$4,000 + ($950 x 16)]—or an average
price difference of about $1,200 per kWh of battery
capacity.
All-electric vehicles cost less to buy than plug-in
hybrids with the same battery capacity because they do
not require certain components (such as an internal
combustion engine) or they use simpler systems (such
as transmissions). CBO estimates that the difference in
14. Those estimates of the additional fixed and variable costs of
electric vehicles are averages for all light-duty vehicles. In CBO’s
analysis, those additional costs are about 10 percent higher than
average for light-duty trucks and about 10 percent lower than
average for passenger cars (see the appendix).
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purchase price between a 24 kWh all-electric vehicle and
a comparable conventional vehicle is about 40 percent
smaller than the price difference for a plug-in hybrid with
that size battery. Thus, a 24 kWh all-electric vehicle is
estimated to cost about $16,000 more than a comparable
conventional vehicle.15
For simplicity, CBO assumes that the availability of
tax credits does not increase the purchase price of electric
vehicles. In practice, the tax credits are likely to spur
demand for electric vehicles enough to make prices
for those vehicles higher than they would have been
otherwise, thereby offsetting a portion of the tax credit
provided. The extent to which that happens will depend
on whether manufacturers or buyers of electric vehicles
are more sensitive to changes in prices; little evidence
exists on which to make that judgment.
Fuel Prices. For its analysis of current vehicles, CBO
assumes real (inflation-adjusted) prices of $3.60 per
gallon for gasoline and 12 cents per kWh for electricity.
Those amounts, which are in 2010 dollars, are based on
recent projections by the Energy Information Administration, averaged over the years that current vehicles will
be in use.16
Discount Rate for Future Savings. CBO assumes that
people discount the value of future savings in fuel costs at
a rate of 10 percent per year, a value consistent with
research about how consumers discount future savings in
other types of energy costs.17
15. The approximately $16,000 additional cost of an all-electric
vehicle (the purchase price of that vehicle minus the purchase
price of an equivalent conventional vehicle) is about 60 percent of
the approximately $27,000 additional cost of a 24 kWh plug-in
hybrid [$4,000 + (24 x $950)].
16. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook
2012, DOE/EIA-0383(2012) (June 2012). CBO used a higher
gasoline price for its analysis of vehicles sold in 2020 (see the
appendix).
17. See, for example, Mark K. Dreyfus and W. Kip Viscusi, “Rates of
Time Preference and Consumer Valuations of Automobile Safety
and Fuel Efficiency,” Journal of Law and Economics, vol. 38, no. 1
(April 1995), pp. 79–105; Hunt Allcott and Nathan Wozny,
Gasoline Prices, Fuel Economy, and the Energy Paradox, 10-003
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Center for Energy and
Environmental Policy Research, March 2010); and Thomas S.
Turrentine and Kenneth S. Kurani, “Car Buyers and Fuel
Economy?,” Energy Policy, vol. 35, no. 2 (February 2007),
pp. 1213–1223.
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Value of the Tax Credit. CBO’s comparisons also incorporate the assumption that buyers of new vehicles receive
the full value of the tax credit for which they are eligible.
Because the credits are not refundable, however, people
with a small income tax liability may be eligible to receive
only a fraction of the credit available to them. (How the
current credits compare with refundable tax credits or
rebates is discussed near the end of this report.) In practice, however, most purchases of new vehicles—especially
fairly expensive vehicles—are made by people in higherincome households, who are more likely to have enough
federal income tax liability to apply the full value of the
credit.

Effects of Differing Assumptions About Fuel Prices
and Discount Rates
Whether electric vehicles are cost-competitive with conventional vehicles depends in part on the prevailing prices
for gasoline and electricity and on how people compare
the value of savings in future years with the higher cost of
purchasing an electric vehicle today. CBO performed
additional analyses to gauge the impact of those two
factors.
Fuel Prices. Lower electricity prices or higher gasoline
prices would reduce the relative cost of owning electric
vehicles and thereby reduce the size of the tax credit necessary to make electric vehicles cost-competitive. Of those
two types of fuel prices, gasoline prices have more potential to narrow the cost gap. With gasoline prices of $6 a
gallon, for example, the lifetime costs of many types of
electric vehicles would be less than or equal to the costs of
conventional vehicles, given the current tax credits (see
the bottom panel of Figure 1 on page 8). But even if electricity were free, the tax credits would still need to be
about twice as high as the current ones, in many cases,
before electric vehicles would be cost-competitive.
In general, the gasoline price necessary to equalize costs
is lower when the alternative to an electric vehicle is a
low-fuel-economy conventional vehicle than when it is
a high-fuel-economy conventional vehicle. For instance,
with the current tax credits, equalizing the costs of a
conventional light-duty truck and an equivalent electric
vehicle would require a gasoline price of no more than
$6 per gallon, whereas equalizing the costs of a
conventional compact car and an equivalent electric vehicle would require a price as high as $10 a gallon (in the
case of a plug-in hybrid with a 24 kWh battery). Plug-in
hybrids with smaller batteries can be cost-competitive

CBO
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(with the tax credits) when gasoline prices are in the $3 to
$5 per gallon range. When the alternative to an electric
vehicle is a traditional hybrid (not shown in Figure 1),
those break-even gasoline prices are generally about $1 to
$2 per gallon higher.
Discount Rate for Future Savings. People who place less
value on future savings in fuel costs and who focus more
on the purchase price of a vehicle require larger tax credits
or higher gasoline prices to consider an electric vehicle
cost-competitive. CBO generally assumed a discount rate
of 10 percent, but because that assumption has a significant impact on estimates of the present value of lifetime
costs, CBO also assessed how discount rates half or twice
that amount would affect the cost-competitiveness of
electric vehicles (see Figure 3). The higher the discount
rate, the less value is attributed to the savings in fuel
costs from acquiring an electric vehicle and the larger
the tax credit that is needed to make such a vehicle costcompetitive.18 Thus, compared with people who discount
future costs or savings at a rate of 5 percent a year, people
who use a discount rate of 20 percent would require a tax
credit about 50 percent larger (roughly $15,000 instead
of $10,000) or gasoline prices about twice as high
(approximately $8 rather than $4) to consider the lifetime costs of an average 16 kWh plug-in hybrid vehicle
equal to those of a comparable conventional vehicle.
Analyzing the effects of discount rates of 5 percent,
10 percent, and 20 percent yields similar results when the
alternative to an electric vehicle is a traditional hybrid
(not shown in Figure 3) rather than a conventional
vehicle.

Using Federal Tax Credits for Electric
Vehicles to Address Energy and
Environmental Goals
The transportation sector accounts for about 70 percent
of petroleum use in the United States and about 35 percent of the nation’s carbon dioxide emissions attributable
to human activity. Because nearly all of the energy used in
the transportation sector is petroleum based, reducing
emissions from that sector would require cutting petroleum consumption through some combination of
improving the fuel economy of vehicles, substituting
nonpetroleum fuels for petroleum-based ones, or
traveling less.
The current tax credits for electric vehicles are one tool
that policymakers have adopted to pursue the goals of
decreasing petroleum consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions in the transportation sector. Electric vehicles
use no gasoline when running on electric power, and in
the case of plug-in hybrids and traditional hybrids, they
use about one-third less fuel when running on gasoline
power than do conventional vehicles of similar size and
performance. Driving an electric vehicle instead of a conventional vehicle can also significantly lessen greenhouse
gas emissions, depending on the type of vehicle used and
the emissions released in generating electricity for it.
CBO’s analysis suggests two conclusions about the effectiveness of the tax credits for electric vehicles in advancing
those energy and environmental goals:
 In the short term, the tax credits are likely to have
little or no impact on total gasoline consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions.
 In the long term, the credits might decrease gasoline
use and emissions, but how cost-effectively they would
do so is unknown.

18. There is some evidence that people discount future savings from
improvements in energy efficiency at rates higher than 10 percent—high enough, for example, that they effectively take into
account only three years’ worth of fuel costs when deciding
whether to buy a vehicle with high fuel economy. See David L.
Greene, John German, and Mark A. Delucchi, “Fuel Economy:
The Case for Market Failure,” in Daniel Sperling and James S.
Cannon, eds., Reducing Climate Impacts in the Transportation
Sector (Springer, 2009). Such high discount rates could reflect
consumers’ belief that long-term savings cannot be relied on
because factors such as future gasoline prices and the maintenance
and repair costs of electric vehicles are too uncertain.
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CBO reached those conclusions by considering the
interactions between the tax credits and the federal government’s corporate average fuel economy standards for
cars and light-duty trucks (for more details about CAFE
standards, see Box 2). The tax credits have the direct
effect of increasing sales of electric vehicles. The credits
also have the indirect effect of boosting sales of high-fueleconomy conventional vehicles and traditional hybrids,
by encouraging sellers of such vehicles to lower their
prices to better compete with electric vehicles. However,
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Figure 3.

Tax Credits and Gasoline Prices Necessary for Various Electric Vehicles to
Be Cost-Competitive at 2011 Vehicle Prices, Using Different Discount Rates
Tax Credits Necessary for Cost-Competitiveness
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Source: Congressional Budget Office.
Notes: These results are based on the assumptions that electric vehicles are substituting for average-fuel-economy conventional vehicles and
that prices (in 2010 dollars) are $3.60 per gallon for gasoline and 12 cents per kWh for electricity. Those and other assumptions are
discussed in the appendix.
kWh = kilowatt-hours; PHEV-4 =plug-in hybrid electric vehicle with a 4 kWh battery; AEV-24 =all-electric vehicle with a 24 kWh
battery.
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Box 2.

Corporate Average Fuel Economy Standards
Since 1975, the federal government’s corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) standards have specified an
average minimum number of miles that new passenger cars and light-duty trucks (such as pickup trucks
or minivans) must travel on a gallon of gasoline.
Those standards, which are set by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), were
largely unchanged for vehicles manufactured between
1990 and 2010. However, NHTSA has set steadily
increasing CAFE standards for new vehicles through
model year 2021. In addition, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has set parallel standards to
limit emissions of greenhouse gases from new vehicles
(measured in grams of emissions released per mile of
travel) through model year 2025.1 Those standards
are expected to be met largely through improvements
in fuel efficiency.
The fuel economy target for an individual vehicle
depends on the vehicle’s size and type: The targets are
higher for small vehicles than for large ones and
higher for passenger cars than for light-duty trucks.
1. NHTSA and EPA recently finished formulating standards for
2017 and later years. Because NHTSA has authority to set
CAFE standards for only five years at a time, its rules are
binding (required of automakers) only through model year
2021. A separate rulemaking will be necessary to set CAFE
standards for 2022 through 2025. NHTSA has specified
nonbinding fuel economy standards for those four years to
help automakers with their product planning and to harmonize with EPA’s emissions standards, which apply through
2025. See National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
“NHTSA and EPA Set Standards to Improve Fuel Economy
and Reduce Greenhouse Gases for Passenger Cars and
Light Trucks for Model Years 2017 and Beyond,”
www.nhtsa.gov/staticfiles/rulemaking/pdf/cafe/CAFE_2017
-25_Fact_Sheet.pdf

as automakers seek to comply with the current CAFE
standards, they are expected to produce a mix of vehicles
that, on average, meets the CAFE standards but does not
significantly exceed them. Consequently, the more electric and other high-fuel-economy vehicles that are sold
because of the tax credits, the more low-fuel-economy
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An automaker does not have to meet a fuel economy
standard for each type and size of vehicle that it sells.
Instead, it is required to meet an overall standard that
depends on the mix of vehicles that it sells during a
model year. To comply with that overall standard, the
manufacturer can exceed the targeted improvements
in fuel economy for some vehicles sold to make up
for shortfalls in fuel economy for other vehicles sold.
Under the standards in effect for model years 2012 to
2016, the total average fuel economy of new lightduty vehicles sold by all manufacturers is scheduled
to rise from 29.7 miles per gallon (mpg) this year to
34.1 mpg in 2016. Under the standards for 2017 to
2025, NHTSA and EPA expect average fuel economy
for new vehicles to reach about 40 mpg by 2021 and
50 mpg by 2025. (Those figures are estimates based
on projections of the number and type of new vehicles that will be sold in a given year.)
Complying with rising CAFE standards is likely to be
costly for automakers. Thus, manufacturers who
intend to comply with the rules (rather than pay a
fine) are likely to produce vehicles that just meet the
standards without significantly exceeding them.
Automakers have some flexibility in meeting CAFE
standards; that flexibility serves to shift the burden of
compliance from one year to another or from one
producer to another, but it does not reduce the
burden overall.2
2. To help meet its target for a given year, an automaker can
apply credits that it earned by exceeding its target sometime
in the previous five years or that it purchased from another
producer. It can also achieve compliance up to three years
after the fact through the retroactive use of credits earned
later.

vehicles that automakers can sell and still meet the
standards.
With CAFE standards in place, therefore, putting more
electric (or other high-fuel-economy) vehicles on the road
will produce little or no net reduction in total gasoline
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. Hence, CBO
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expects that the tax credits for current and future sales of
electric vehicles will have little net effect through 2021,
the period covered by the most recently finalized CAFE
standards.
The tax credits for current vehicle sales could decrease
gasoline use and emissions in later years, however, if sales
of electric vehicles lead policymakers to set CAFE standards for 2022 and beyond at higher levels than they
would otherwise. Indeed, as discussed below, there is evidence that regulators considered expectations about the
future prevalence of plug-in electric vehicles when they
set binding CAFE standards for model years 2020 and
2021 and preliminary standards for 2022 through 2025.
To the extent that regulators’ expectations were informed
by past sales of electric vehicles, the tax credits provided
for those sales are likely to have an effect on gasoline consumption and greenhouse gas emissions starting in 2020.
How long the tax credits might influence fuel economy
standards depends in part on the success of the electric
vehicle industry. If the credits help the industry achieve
commercial viability and capture a significant share of the
vehicle market, they might continue to influence CAFE
standards—and thereby reduce gasoline consumption
and greenhouse gas emissions—for many years after they
have been phased out. Conversely, if electric vehicles
never achieve commercial success, the influence of the tax
credits on CAFE standards will be small or short-lived,
and the credits will prove not to have been cost-effective
in either the short or the long term.

Direct Effects of the Tax Credits in the Short Run
In CBO’s analysis, the direct effects of the tax credits are
the effects that follow from additional sales of electric
vehicles. The indirect effects, by contrast, follow from the
credits’ impact on sales of other types of vehicles.
To measure the direct effects of the tax credits relative to
energy and environmental goals, CBO used an average
cost measure—referred to as the government’s cost—that
compares the value of the credits with the reductions in
gasoline consumption and greenhouse gas emissions that
result from driving electric vehicles in place of other
vehicles of similar size and performance. That cost is the
payment—per gallon of gasoline saved or metric ton of
carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emissions reduced—
that the federal government effectively makes to buyers of
new electric vehicles to bring about those reductions
(before incorporating the indirect effects of the credits on
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the mix of other new vehicles sold).19 By CBO’s estimate,
those costs of reducing gasoline use and emissions by
substituting electric vehicles for comparable conventional
vehicles or traditional hybrids are relatively high
compared with the costs of other policies aimed at lowering gasoline consumption or emissions. (Those comparisons are discussed in detail later in this report.)
Measuring Direct Cost-Effectiveness. CBO separately
estimated the government’s cost of using the tax credits to
decrease gasoline consumption or to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. In fact, the credits serve both purposes
simultaneously—as well as others, such as improving air
quality or supporting the development of U.S. industries.
In a full benefit-cost analysis, each of those benefits
would be translated into dollar amounts, and the total
dollar value of the benefits would be compared with the
costs. Nevertheless, the cost-effectiveness analysis
described here, which treats reducing gasoline consumption and greenhouse gas emissions as if each were the only
policy goal, is sufficient to allow comparisons between
the tax credits and some other policy tools that address
similar goals.20
CBO’s estimates of the cost-effectiveness of the tax credits
account for the likelihood that some of the credits will be
provided for vehicle purchases that would have been
made even without them. In such cases, although the tax
credits reduce the cost of an electric vehicle, they do not
result in any energy or environmental benefits. On the
basis of research about how sales of traditional hybrids
have responded to federal and state incentives, CBO estimates that about 30 percent of current and future sales of
electric vehicles will be attributable to the tax credits, and
70 percent would have occurred even without the credits
(see the appendix). The implication is that only about
one-third of the credits will produce energy or environmental benefits, which means that the cost to the federal
government of those benefits will be about three times
higher than it would be if the tax credits were responsible
for all electric vehicle sales.
19. Because individual greenhouse gases vary in their warming characteristics and persistence in the atmosphere, researchers commonly
measure emissions in kilograms or metric tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent—the amount of carbon dioxide that would cause an
equivalent amount of warming over 100 years.
20. For estimates of the benefits to society from reducing gasoline
consumption, see Congressional Budget Office, Alternative
Approaches to Funding Highways (March 2011).
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This analysis does not consider other factors that could
influence the cost-effectiveness of the tax credits. One
such factor is the possibility that owning an electric
vehicle might cause people to change how much they
drive. On the one hand, the lower per-mile cost of driving an electric vehicle could lead to an increase in travel,
eliminating some of the reductions in gasoline consumption and greenhouse gas emissions that would otherwise
occur and thereby increasing the government’s cost of
achieving those reductions. On the other hand, if worries
about exhausting the charge in their battery caused
owners of electric vehicles to drive less, the reductions in
gasoline consumption and greenhouse gas emissions
would be greater and the cost of achieving those
reductions would be lower.21

instead of a comparable high-fuel-economy traditional
hybrid (not shown in Figure 4).

The Cost to the Government of Direct Reductions in
Gasoline Consumption. The direct effects of the tax credits on gasoline use depend on many of the same factors
that affect the relative cost of owning an electric vehicle:
the fuel economy of the vehicle that a consumer would
otherwise buy in the absence of an electric vehicle, the
type of electric vehicle (plug-in hybrid or all-electric), and
the capacity of its battery (which determines the size of
the available tax credit).

For a given type and size of electric vehicle, the cost per
gallon of reducing gasoline consumption through the tax
credits increases as the vehicle’s battery capacity rises from
4 kWh to 16 kWh. Larger capacity allows electric vehicles
to be driven farther on electricity, but the additional gallons saved may be small relative to the additional tax
credit provided. (On days when little driving occurs, for
example, small- and large-battery electric vehicles reduce
gasoline use by about the same amount, although the latter are eligible for a larger tax credit.) Above 16 kWh,
additional increases in battery capacity decrease the government’s cost of reducing gasoline consumption: The
tax credit remains at the maximum value of $7,500, but
the driving range on electricity—and the attendant
reduction in gasoline use—continues to grow.

If the alternative to an electric vehicle is another
high-fuel-economy vehicle, the reductions in gasoline
consumption will be relatively costly (everything else
being equal) because the more fuel efficient the alternative vehicle is, the smaller the gain from buying an
electric vehicle instead. For example, the tax credits cost
the government about $4 per gallon of gasoline saved if
someone drives a 16 kWh plug-in hybrid light-duty truck
instead of a comparable conventional light-duty truck
that gets about 15 miles to the gallon (see the top panel of
Figure 4). That cost is twice as high when comparing a
16 kWh plug-in hybrid with an otherwise similar highfuel-economy conventional compact car that gets nearly
40 miles to the gallon. The cost per gallon saved will generally be even greater when comparing an electric vehicle
with a traditional hybrid, owing to the latter’s high fuel
economy. For example, that cost is about $14 per gallon
of gasoline saved when a 16 kWh plug-in hybrid is driven
21. Other factors that could affect the cost to the government of the
electric vehicle tax credits include changes in receipts from gasoline taxes and changes in costs for road repairs because of changes
in driving behavior. Those factors are beyond the scope of this
analysis.
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Plug-in hybrids decrease gasoline consumption at a
lower cost to the federal government than do all-electric
vehicles with the same battery capacity. For instance,
compared with an average-fuel-economy conventional
vehicle, the cost per gallon of gasoline saved is about
30 percent less with a 24 kWh plug-in hybrid than with a
24 kWh all-electric vehicle (about $5 versus $7). The reason is that all-electric vehicles will probably be driven for
fewer miles in a year (because of their smaller range), so
the reduction in gasoline consumption from driving
those vehicles in place of conventional vehicles will be
lower.

The Cost to the Government of Direct Reductions in
Greenhouse Gas Emissions. The direct effects of the tax
credits on emissions of greenhouse gases depend in part
on the same factors that affect the cost of reducing gasoline consumption, because each gallon of gasoline not
used yields a corresponding decrease in emissions. Thus,
the greater the fuel efficiency of the vehicle for which
an electric vehicle is substituting, the higher the cost per
ton of emissions reduced. That cost is also higher for
all-electric vehicles than for plug-in hybrids, and for
large-battery electric vehicles than for small-battery ones.
The cost of direct reductions in greenhouse gas emissions
also depends on the emissions that are associated with a
vehicle’s use but not released during that use. The electric
utility sector emits greenhouse gases when producing the
power used to recharge electric vehicles’ batteries, to manufacture all types of vehicles (conventional, traditional
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Figure 4.

Cost to the Federal Government of Using Electric Vehicle Tax Credits to
Reduce Gasoline Consumption and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Dollars per Gallon of Gasoline Consumption Reduced
(Direct effect only)
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Source: Congressional Budget Office.
Notes: These results are based on the assumption that fuel with average emissions is used to produce electricity, as well as on the following
assumptions: 2011 vehicle prices, current tax credits, a discount rate of 10 percent, and prices (in 2010 dollars) of $3.60 per gallon for
gasoline and 12 cents per kWh for electricity. Those and other assumptions are discussed in the appendix.
The results do not reflect the indirect effects of electric vehicle sales on the mix of other vehicles sold.
Because individual greenhouse gases vary in their warming characteristics and persistence in the atmosphere, researchers commonly
measure emissions in kilograms or metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent-the amount of carbon dioxide that would cause an
equivalent amount of warming over 100 years.
kWh = kilowatt-hours; PHEV-4 =plug-in hybrid electric vehicle with a 4 kWh battery; AEV-24 =all-electric vehicle with a 24 kWh
battery; CO2 = carbon dioxide.
a. Because individual greenhouse gases vary in their warming characteristics and persistence in the atmosphere, researchers commonly
measure emissions in kilograms or metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent—the amount of carbon dioxide that would cause an
equivalent amount of warming over 100 years.
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hybrid, or electric), and to process the fuels that vehicles
use. Because of those additional components of total lifecycle emissions (that is, of the emissions released directly
or indirectly for each vehicle driven), the contrast
between electric and nonelectric vehicles is smaller for
greenhouse gas emissions than for gasoline consumption.
In general, electric vehicles have lower life-cycle emissions
than other vehicles do, because the amount of emissions
saved by using less gasoline is generally greater than the
amount of additional emissions produced in the electricity sector. However, much depends on how much carbon
is released when producing electricity.
Compared with an average-fuel-economy conventional
vehicle, an electric vehicle of similar size and performance
will have about 35 percent lower life-cycle emissions,
assuming that the power plants that produce the vehicle’s
electricity emit greenhouse gases at a rate equal to the
national average for the electricity sector. Under those circumstances, compared with such a conventional vehicle,
an electric vehicle will be responsible for only about half
the amount of emissions per mile traveled when running
on electric power and (in the case of plug-in hybrids)
about two-thirds the amount of emissions per mile when
running on gasoline power. The cost to the government
of using the electric vehicle tax credits to achieve those
reductions ranges from $300 to $1,200 per metric ton of
CO2e emissions reduced, depending on the battery size of
the electric vehicle that is substituting for an average-fueleconomy conventional vehicle (see the darkest bars in the
bottom panel of Figure 4). Smaller-battery vehicles have
lower costs to the government, primarily because they are
eligible for smaller tax credits.
Different assumptions about the amount of carbon
released when producing electricity or about the type of
vehicle for which an electric vehicle is substituting lead to
a range of estimates for each type of electric vehicle and
battery size. For example, the government’s cost of reducing emissions can be much higher when electric power
comes from coal-burning plants. Coal releases more
greenhouse gas emissions when burned than any other
fossil fuel—roughly twice the national average for the
electricity sector. With such high-emissions electricity,
the cost per metric ton of CO2e emissions reduced
when an electric vehicle substitutes for an average-fueleconomy conventional vehicle ranges from $350 to
$4,400 (see Figure 5). All-electric vehicles account for the
upper end of that range: Because they are unlikely to be
driven as extensively as other vehicles, they produce
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smaller reductions in emissions, and consequently, the
government’s cost for those reductions is higher.
Conversely, the cost of reducing emissions can be far
lower when electric power is produced from low-carbon
sources, such as nuclear and hydroelectric power. In that
case, the government’s cost per metric ton of CO2e
emissions reduced when an electric vehicle substitutes for
an average conventional vehicle ranges from about $230
to $630. That cost would be as low as $150 per metric
ton if an electric vehicle with a small battery substituted
for a low-fuel-economy light-duty truck (not shown in
Figure 5).
The reduction in greenhouse gas emissions is lowest, and
the cost per metric ton is highest, when electric vehicles
substitute for traditional hybrids—possibly to the point
where driving an electric vehicle instead of a traditional
hybrid can cause life-cycle emissions to increase. That can
happen when an electric vehicle replaces a traditional
hybrid in an area where electricity comes mainly from
coal-fired generation. In that case, the emissions from
coal-fired power plants may be high enough (and the
amount of gasoline used by a traditional hybrid low
enough) that more emissions are released per mile traveled on electric power than per mile traveled on gasoline.
In such a case, the tax credits effectively subsidize the
release of additional greenhouse gas emissions.

Indirect Effects of the Tax Credits in the Short Run
Besides directly affecting energy use and emissions
through their impact on the number of electric vehicles
sold, the tax credits indirectly affect energy use and emissions in the near term by influencing the total average
fuel economy of new nonelectric vehicles sold. Those
indirect effects take two forms, which work in opposite
directions. Both effects reduce sales of nonelectric vehicles that are moderately fuel efficient, but one increases
sales of high-fuel-economy vehicles and the other
increases sales of low-fuel-economy vehicles.
One effect works through price competition. Providing
tax credits for purchases of new electric vehicles lowers
their cost relative to that of other vehicles of comparable
size and performance. To compete, automakers are likely
to reduce the price of other high-fuel-economy vehicles
to maintain their sales. A study of the tax credits that
were available for traditional hybrids until 2011 estimated that their indirect effect on the average fuel
economy of nonhybrids was about one and a half times
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Figure 5.

Cost to the Federal Government of Using Electric Vehicle Tax Credits to
Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions When Electricity Is Produced
Using Fuels with Different Carbon Intensities
(Dollars per metric ton of CO2-equivalent emissions reduced, direct effect only)
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Source: Congressional Budget Office.
Notes: These results are based on the assumption that electric vehicles are substituting for average-fuel-economy conventional vehicles,
as well as on the following assumptions: 2011 vehicle prices, current tax credits, a discount rate of 10 percent, and prices (in
2010 dollars) of $3.60 per gallon for gasoline and 12 cents per kWh for electricity. Those and other assumptions are discussed in
the appendix.
The results do not reflect the indirect effects of electric vehicle sales on the mix of other vehicles sold.
“Low emissions” represents electricity generation from nuclear power or renewable energy sources; “average emissions” represents
the current average for the electric utility sector (which is close to the typical emissions level of electricity generation from natural
gas); “high emissions” represents electricity generation from coal.
Because individual greenhouse gases vary in their warming characteristics and persistence in the atmosphere, researchers commonly
measure emissions in kilograms or metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent—the amount of carbon dioxide that would cause an
equivalent amount of warming over 100 years.
CO2 = carbon dioxide; kWh = kilowatt-hours; PHEV-4 =plug-in hybrid electric vehicle with a 4 kWh battery; AEV-24 = all-electric
vehicle with a 24 kWh battery.

the direct effect of driving those hybrids in place of
conventional vehicles.22 For reasons discussed in the
appendix, CBO expects the price-competition effect to
be smaller for the electric vehicle tax credits: only
about half the size of their direct impact on average fuel
economy.

22. Arie Beresteanu and Shanjun Li, “Gasoline Prices, Government
Support, and the Demand for Hybrid Vehicles in the United
States,” International Economic Review, vol. 52, no. 1 (February
2011), pp. 161–182.

The dominant indirect effect, however, is a consequence
of federal CAFE standards. Regulators recently revised
those standards, extending them through 2021 (and the
parallel standards for greenhouse gas emissions through
2025; see Box 2 on page 14). The CAFE rules call for
average fuel efficiency for all new light-duty vehicles to
reach about 40 miles per gallon in 2021, and the greenhouse gas rules imply average fuel efficiency of about
50 miles per gallon in 2025. Those increases will
probably be costly for automakers to meet, so vehicle
manufacturers are likely to upgrade the average fuel economy of their fleets only to the point where it just meets
the standards. In doing so, manufacturers may seek
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additional improvements in fuel efficiency for certain
vehicle models to offset shortfalls in other models or to
make it easier to meet further increases in the standards in
later years. To the extent that the tax credits increase sales
of electric vehicles and, through the price-competition
effect, sales of nonelectric vehicles with high fuel
efficiency, they also allow automakers to pursue fewer
improvements in fuel efficiency in other vehicles and to
sell a larger number of low-fuel-economy vehicles.23 As a
result, the credits have little net impact overall on energy
use and emissions while a given set of CAFE standards
remains in effect.24

Effects of the Tax Credits in the Long Run
When policymakers revise CAFE standards, the tax credits can have an impact on gasoline consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions in the long run by influencing
those revisions. In particular, if the tax credits cause regulators to expect higher sales of electric vehicles than
would otherwise be the case, regulators may choose to set
higher CAFE standards than they would otherwise—thus
raising the average fuel economy of all vehicles sold in the
23. See Virginia McConnell and Tom Turrentine, Should Hybrid
Vehicles Be Subsidized? Backgrounder (Resources for the
Future and National Energy Policy Institute, July 2010); and
W. Ross Morrow and others, “Analysis of Policies to Reduce Oil
Consumption and Greenhouse-Gas Emissions from the U.S.
Transportation Sector,” Energy Policy, vol. 38, no. 3 (March 2010),
pp. 1305–1320.
24. That net impact might not be zero, however, for several
reasons. Two involve details about how CAFE standards are
implemented. First, the National Highway Transportation Safety
Administration and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
model all-electric vehicles as having a high miles-per-gallon rating,
calculated using a “petroleum equivalency factor,” even though
those vehicles do not use any liquid fuel. (The same treatment
applies to the electricity used by plug-in hybrids.) Treating such
vehicles as though they use some petroleum rather than none
reduces their impact on the average fuel efficiency of automakers’
fleets, as calculated for the purposes of CAFE compliance, thereby
limiting companies’ ability to increase their sales of low-fuelefficiency vehicles and still meet the standards. Second, for
purposes of EPA’s standards for greenhouse gas emissions, electric
vehicles are weighted more than conventional vehicles in calculating the average emissions of a manufacturer’s fleet. The practical
effect of that weighting is limited by the fact that it is not used in
evaluating compliance with CAFE standards. Another reason that
the net impact of the credits on energy use and emissions might
not be zero is that total miles driven may change with changes in
the mix of vehicles purchased, even if overall fuel efficiency
remains constant, because drivers’ responses to their vehicles’
higher or lower fuel costs may not offset each other.
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years covered by those standards and thereby reducing
gasoline consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.
Some evidence suggests that the sales of electric vehicles
that have already occurred will have an impact on gasoline consumption and emissions starting in model year
2020. In proposing the latest round of CAFE standards,
the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA) indicated that it took into account the
expected role of plug-in hybrid vehicles in 2020 and later
years.25 Presumably, NHTSA’s expectations were influenced not only by input from automakers and other
stakeholders about the future availability and technical
capability of electric vehicles and other alternative vehicle
technologies but also by observed vehicle sales to date.26
Because the extent of that influence is unknown,
however, CBO cannot evaluate the long-term costeffectiveness of the electric vehicle tax credits. Also
unknown is the length of time during which the credits
will continue to have an impact. They could have energy
and environmental benefits extending many years into
the future if they help give the electric vehicle industry
enough time to develop to the point that significant
demand for such vehicles persists for the long term.
Indeed, helping the U.S. electric vehicle industry reach
commercial viability may be another goal of policymakers, in addition to energy and environmental goals.
25. NHTSA did not take the effect of plug-in hybrids into account
for model years before 2020. A provision of the law under which
the agency sets fuel economy standards for light-duty vehicles
requires it to consider dual-fueled automobiles to be operated only
on gasoline or diesel fuel. [See 49 U.S.C. §32902(h)(2) (2006)].
According to NHTSA, the purpose of the law governing dualfueled automobiles is better served by interpreting that provision
as moot for model years after 2019, because current statutory
flexibilities relating to dual-fueled automobiles expire after that
year. See 2017 and Later Model Year Light-Duty Vehicle Greenhouse
Gas Emissions and Corporate Average Fuel Economy Standards,
76 Fed. Reg. 75,854, 75,226 (Dec. 1, 2011).
26. See Light-Duty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Emission Standards and
Corporate Average Fuel Economy Standards, 75 Fed. Reg. 25,324
(May 7, 2010); and Environmental Protection Agency, National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, and California Air
Resources Board, Interim Joint Technical Assessment Report: LightDuty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Emission Standards and Corporate
Average Fuel Economy Standards for Model Years 2017–2025
(September 2010), www.epa.gov/oms/climate/regulations/
ldv-ghg-tar.pdf.
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Whether the tax credits and other federal incentives for
electric vehicles discussed in this study will have such lasting effects is uncertain. Three alternative paths illustrate
the possibilities.
Possibility 1: Electric Vehicles Fail to Achieve Significant
Consumer Acceptance. Federal incentives will clearly not
have achieved the goal of helping to bring about the
widespread use of electric vehicles if those vehicles never
attain a significant share of the U.S. automobile market.
Traditional hybrids, for example, have been available for
about 10 years and were eligible for federal tax credits for
much of that time, but they currently account for less
than 3 percent of new-vehicle sales. Unless consumers
view electric vehicles very differently in the years ahead,
sales of electric vehicles will probably be no greater than
those of traditional hybrids because of their higher purchase price and lengthy recharging times.
Electric vehicles will also face competition from other
types of vehicles. For the most part, future vehicles—both
conventional vehicles and traditional hybrids—will be
more fuel efficient than their current counterparts. In
addition, other types of alternative vehicles may become
available in coming years, such as vehicles that run on
hydrogen fuel cells or compressed natural gas.
Possibility 2: The Electric Vehicle Industry Becomes
Self-Sustaining in the Near Future. Even if electric vehicles attain a significant market share, it might not be
because of the effects of federal incentives. That could
happen if the life-cycle costs of electric vehicles become
comparable with those of conventional or traditional
hybrid vehicles in the next several years and would
have done so even without the federal incentives.
Although unlikely, such an outcome could result from
a combination of dramatic increases in gasoline prices
and technological breakthroughs that significantly reduce
the costs of electric vehicles. In that case, the primary
effect of the incentives would have been to boost shortand medium-term sales of electric vehicles, with no
significant impact on long-term sales.
Possibility 3: Incentives for Electric Vehicles Promote
Sales Until the Industry Becomes Self-Sustaining. Federal
incentives could have a lasting impact on sales of electric
vehicles—as well as on petroleum use and greenhouse gas
emissions—if they are able to promote sales long enough
for gradual technological progress to reduce the life-cycle
costs of electric vehicles to levels comparable with those
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of other vehicles. Prices for electric vehicles could decline
enough by the end of the decade to make many types
cost-competitive with other vehicle options if the tax
credits remained at their current levels. Even then, however, the continued possibility that electric vehicles could
not be driven as far or refueled as quickly as conventional
or traditional hybrid vehicles might continue to limit
their sales.
The federal incentives could also have a lasting impact if
they help overcome barriers to the use of electric vehicles
that could not be overcome otherwise by technological
advances or market developments. For example, the benefit of owning an electric vehicle might depend on the
number of such vehicles in use. Low sales would provide
little incentive for the development of a commercialgrade, high-speed recharging infrastructure, and in turn,
the lack of a recharging infrastructure away from home
would limit additional vehicle sales. Supporting sales of
200,000 or more electric vehicles per manufacturer—
thereby making it more likely that the industry will eventually reach commercial viability—could encourage the
development of recharging and other technologies that
would eventually help promote future vehicle sales by
themselves.

Comparing the Tax Credits with Other
Recent Subsidy Programs in the
Transportation Sector
Besides the current tax credits for the purchase of new
electric vehicles, some other recent subsidy policies have
focused on the automobile industry:
 Tax credits for companies that blend biofuels with
petroleum fuels, two of which (the credits for corn
ethanol and biodiesel) expired in 2011 and the other
of which (the credit for cellulosic ethanol) will expire
at the end of 2012;
 The 2009 “Cash for Clunkers” program, in which
buyers of new vehicles received direct subsidies of up
to $4,500 when trading in an eligible lower-fueleconomy vehicle for a higher-fuel-economy vehicle;
and
 Tax credits of up to $3,400 for the purchase of new
traditional hybrid vehicles, which expired in 2010.
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Only the biofuel tax credits and the “Cash for Clunkers”
program had the potential to reduce gasoline consumption in the short run. Like the electric vehicle tax credits,
the tax credits for traditional hybrids could affect fuel use
and emissions only through their impact on the level of
future CAFE standards.27
In comparisons of the overall cost-effectiveness of those
subsidy programs, short-term effects are only part of the
story. The long-term effects of the tax credits for electric
vehicles depend on factors such as their impact on policymakers’ expectations about future sales of electric vehicles
and the extent to which those sales could help automakers meet future changes in CAFE standards. Like the
tax credits for electric vehicles, the other tax credits also
had potential long-run effects. The credits for traditional
hybrids could have a lasting impact on CAFE standards,
and the credits for biofuels could affect the commercial
viability of those alternative fuels over the long term.
Such potential effects make quantifying the overall costeffectiveness of those other tax credits difficult.
One way to compare the cost-effectiveness of the electric
vehicle credits with that of the other programs is to evaluate it on the basis of the short-term effects that the credits
would have if CAFE standards were not in force. That
approach is equivalent to assuming that the reductions in
gasoline use and greenhouse gas emissions resulting
directly from electric vehicles purchased because of the
credits equal the reductions resulting from induced
changes in future CAFE standards. More generally, shortterm effects are also relevant in comparing the credits for
electric vehicles with the credits for traditional hybrids if
the reductions in fuel use and emissions associated with
sales of the two types of vehicles have comparable influence on future CAFE standards.
In those terms, the cost of the tax credits per gallon of
gasoline saved through the sale and use of electric vehicles
27. Biofuel tax credits do not affect the mix of new vehicles sold, so
CAFE standards have no impact on the extent to which the use of
biofuels reduces the use of petroleum-based fuels. With the “Cash
for Clunkers” program, although the purchase of a new higherfuel-economy vehicle might have allowed automakers to sell an
additional low-fuel-economy vehicle under the CAFE standards
that were in effect at the time, overall fuel use would decline
because the fuel efficiency of the “clunker” taken out of service
was probably lower than the average required for all new vehicles.
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tends to be higher than the average cost of the “Cash for
Clunkers” program or the biofuel credits (see Figure 6).
Compared with the credit for traditional hybrid vehicles,
the current credits can cost more or less per gallon saved,
depending on an electric vehicle’s size and type. For
example, they cost less when given for purchases of plugin hybrids that are comparable in size to conventional
vehicles with average vehicle fuel economy and have
4 kWh or 16 kWh batteries, but they cost more when
given for all-electric vehicles of that size with 24 kWh
batteries.28
Taking account of the subsidy programs’ indirect pricecompetition effects changes the comparisons somewhat.
CBO estimates that the credits for electric vehicles will
spur enough additional sales of other high-fuel-efficiency
vehicles to add about 50 percent to the credits’ direct
effect, thus reducing their per-gallon cost by about
one-third. Other researchers have concluded that the
price-competition effect added about 150 percent to the
direct effect of the tax credits for traditional hybrids,
reducing their per-gallon cost by 60 percent.29 Thus, in
terms of relative cost-effectiveness, the indirect pricecompetition effect increases the appeal of the electric
vehicle tax credits compared with “Cash for Clunkers” or
the biofuel credits but reduces their appeal compared
with the credits for traditional hybrids.
The cost of the electric vehicle tax credits per ton of
emissions reduced depends greatly on the amount of
carbon released from power plants. That cost tends to be
28. In calculating the cost to the government of the tax credits formerly available for traditional hybrid vehicles, CBO used the same
assumptions that governed its evaluation of the electric vehicle tax
credits, with two exceptions: The average tax credit was estimated
to be about $2,500 (in 2010 dollars, based on the average tax
credit provided for traditional hybrid sales in 2006), and the tax
credit was estimated to be responsible for 20 percent of traditional
hybrids sold (the corresponding figure for electric vehicles was
30 percent). See Arie Beresteanu and Shanjun Li, “Gasoline
Prices, Government Support, and the Demand for Hybrid
Vehicles in the United States,” International Economic Review,
vol. 52, no. 1 (February 2011), pp. 161–182.
29. See Arie Beresteanu and Shanjun Li, “Gasoline Prices, Government Support, and the Demand for Hybrid Vehicles in the United
States,” International Economic Review, vol. 52, no. 1 (February
2011), pp. 161–182.
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Figure 6.

Cost to the Federal Government of Using Various Policies to Reduce Gasoline
Consumption and Greenhouse Gas Emissions in the Transportation Sector
Dollars per Gallon of
Gasoline Consumption Reduced

Dollars per Metric Ton of
a
CO2-Equivalent Emissions Reduced

b

Tax Credits for Electric Vehicles Using:
Low-emissions electricity
PHEV-4
PHEV-16
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Source: Congressional Budget Office based on its own calculations (for the various tax credits) and on estimates from Shanjun Li,
Joshua Linn, and Elisheba Beia Spiller, Evaluating “Cash-for-Clunkers”: Program Effects on Auto Sales and the Environment,
RFF Discussion Paper 10-39-REV (Resources for the Future, October 2011).
Notes: This figure compares what the short-term costs of various policies would be if the federal government’s corporate average fuel
economy standards were not in force, and if there was no indirect price-competition effect.
CO2 = carbon dioxide; PHEV-4 = plug-in hybrid electric vehicle with a 4 kilowatt-hour (kWh) battery; AEV-24 = all-electric vehicle
with a 24 kWh battery.
a. Because individual greenhouse gases vary in their warming characteristics and persistence in the atmosphere, researchers commonly
measure emissions in kilograms or metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent—the amount of carbon dioxide that would cause an
equivalent amount of warming over 100 years.
b. These numbers apply to electric vehicles that substitute for average-fuel-economy conventional vehicles of similar size and performance.
The costs of the electric vehicle tax credits can be higher or lower for other classes of vehicles (such as low-fuel-economy light-duty
trucks or high-fuel-economy compact cars). Low-emissions electricity is electricity generated from nuclear power or renewable energy
sources; high-emissions electricity is electricity generated from coal.
c. CBO’s analysis of the earlier tax credits for traditional hybrid vehicles uses the same assumptions as its analysis of the current tax credits
for electric vehicles, with two exceptions: Estimates of the average tax credit provided on traditional hybrid vehicles and estimates of the
share of vehicle sales attributable to those tax credits come from Arie Beresteanu and Shanjun Li, "Gasoline Prices, Government Support,
and the Demand for Hybrid Vehicles in the United States," International Economic Review, vol. 52, no. 1 (February 2011).

comparable with, or lower than, the cost of the other subsidy programs when the electricity used to charge electric
vehicles comes from low-carbon sources but is far higher
than the cost of those programs when electricity comes
from high-carbon sources (see Figure 6). With averageemissions electricity, the cost per ton of emissions
reduced is generally somewhat higher than the cost of
the other programs when only the direct effects are

considered but is more comparable when the indirect
price-competition effect is included.

Possible Approaches for
Future Policies
Lawmakers could take a number of different approaches
to setting future policies aimed at reducing gasoline consumption or greenhouse gas emissions. Some approaches
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would involve modifying the existing tax credits, whereas
others might involve very different policies.30
Because the total amount of gasoline consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions in the transportation sector
depends largely on CAFE standards, modifying the tax
credits for electric vehicles would probably have little
impact in the short run. Such changes could have longerterm effects if they influenced future CAFE standards.
Even then, however, some other federal policies could
probably reduce gasoline consumption or greenhouse gas
emissions at a lower cost to the federal government than
the tax credits for electric vehicles could.

Changing the Size of the Electric Vehicle Tax Credits
Increasing or decreasing the dollar amount of the tax
credit provided on each sale of a new electric vehicle
would produce little change in greenhouse gas emissions
or gasoline consumption while current CAFE standards
remain in place. Thus, in the short term, reducing or
eliminating the tax credits would reduce budget deficits
with little or no harm to the pursuit of energy or environmental goals.
The long-term implications of changing the tax credits
are less clear, however. As in the short run, increasing or
decreasing the size of the credits would have a direct
impact on the budgetary cost of the credits. For example,
reducing the size would lower the cost of each credit
claimed; it would probably also reduce the number of
electric vehicles purchased and hence the number of credits claimed. However, the long-term effects of such
changes would depend on how they influenced future
CAFE standards. Gasoline consumption and greenhouse
gas emissions could increase (rather than remain
unchanged, as they would in the short run) if a reduction
in purchases of electric vehicles led policymakers to set
future CAFE standards lower than they would otherwise.
The effect on CAFE standards could be long-lasting if the
lower vehicle sales adversely affected the development of
30. Bills introduced in the current (112th) Congress (such as S. 232
and H.R. 500) would increase the number of electric vehicle sales
to which the tax credits would apply, effectively extending the
credits. In addition, the President’s budget for 2013 contained several proposals to alter the credits, including making them available
for more vehicle sales and raising the maximum dollar amount
from $7,500 to $10,000. See Department of the Treasury, General
Explanations of the Administration’s Fiscal Year 2013 Revenue
Proposals (February 2012), pp. 32–33, www.treasury.gov/resourcecenter/tax-policy/Pages/general_explanation.aspx.
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the U.S. electric vehicle industry. Increasing the size of
the credits would have the opposite effects. Because there
is no basis for predicting how near-term sales of electric
vehicles will affect future CAFE standards, CBO cannot
judge whether changing the size of the credits would
have a net positive or negative impact on their costeffectiveness over the long term.

Changing the Number of Electric Vehicle Tax Credits
Available
Currently, the tax credits are available in full on the first
200,000 electric vehicles sold by each manufacturer for
use in the United States. Increasing the limit on the number of new-vehicle sales eligible for the credits would
probably have little effect in the short run (even if the
stringency of CAFE standards was not the main determinant of overall gasoline consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions in the transportation sector during that
period). The reason is that such an increase would have
an impact on energy and environmental benefits or the
government’s costs only after a large number of electric
vehicles had been sold. And with total U.S. sales of such
vehicles numbering only about 40,000 so far, reaching a
large sales volume would probably take a number of
years. Similarly, a small or moderate reduction in the
number of tax credits available would have little immediate effect, unless buyers interpreted the lesser support
as increasing the risk that the electric vehicle industry
would fail.
The impact over the longer term (after the sales milestones are met) of a change in the number of tax credits
available is uncertain. Like the effects of the existing credits, that impact depends on how future CAFE standards
are set. For example, if doubling the number of tax
credits available doubled the effect of the credits in
increasing future CAFE standards, then the long-term
cost-effectiveness of the additional credits would be
similar to that of the existing credits.
The relationship between the number of tax credits available and the future CAFE standards set by policymakers
depends on the relationship between the number of credits and the evolution of the electric vehicle industry. On
the one hand, the energy and environmental benefits of
increasing the number of tax credits could have a much
higher cost to the government (per unit of fuel consumption or emissions reduced) than the benefits of the existing tax credits do if a self-sustaining electric vehicle
industry would have developed even without such an
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increase. In that case, additional tax credits would have a
small effect—and their unit cost to the government
would be correspondingly high—because many of the
additional vehicle sales would have occurred anyway, and
thus there would be little impact on the expectations of
policymakers setting CAFE standards. On the other
hand, if the increase in the number of credits eventually
had a large enough effect on sales to promote a selfsustaining electric vehicle industry when one would not
have developed otherwise, the additional credits would
have a much lower unit cost to the government than the
existing credits do.

Equalizing Purchase Incentives for All Buyers of
Electric Vehicles
Because the tax credits reduce a buyer’s federal income tax
liability on a dollar-for-dollar basis up to the value of the
credit or the buyer’s tax liability, whichever is smaller,
most taxpayers cannot take full advantage of the credits.
For tax year 2011, CBO estimates that about 20 percent
of potential tax filers (including people who do not file
because they are below the income threshold) had federal
income tax liability of at least $7,500 (the maximum tax
credit), and only about 40 percent had liability of $2,500
or more (the minimum tax credit).
Federal incentives to purchase electric vehicles could be
structured differently to provide the same dollar value to
all vehicle purchasers, regardless of their federal income
tax liability. One alternative would be to keep the credits
but make them fully refundable. With a refundable
credit, taxpayers whose liability is too small to allow them
to claim the full value of the credit would receive the
difference in the form of a refund.
Another alternative would be to replace the tax credits
with a direct, point-of-purchase rebate. A direct rebate,
like the one used in the “Cash for Clunkers” program,
could be handled entirely by the seller and applied to the
purchase price of the vehicle.31 A point-of-sale rebate
would have additional advantages for buyers, including
31. The President’s budget for 2013 included a proposal to switch
eligibility for the electric vehicle tax credits from buyers to sellers,
allowing the sellers to offer point-of-sale rebates. Sellers would be
required to disclose the amount of the credit available for each
vehicle sold. See Department of the Treasury, General Explanations
of the Administration’s Fiscal Year 2013 Revenue Proposals (February
2012), pp. 32–33, www.treasury.gov/resource-center/tax-policy/
Pages/general_explanation.aspx.
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those who have enough tax liability to claim the full value
of the current credits. For example, it would allow buyers
whose purchases involved loans to reduce the amount
they financed.32
Whether increasing the value of the incentive to some
taxpayers would significantly affect sales of electric vehicles is unclear. Although most taxpayers cannot take full
advantage of the current nonrefundable credits, higherincome households account for the majority of sales of
new vehicles—and presumably for an even larger share of
sales of more-expensive vehicles.33 Thus, most purchases
of electric vehicles in coming years will probably be made
by people who have enough tax liability to apply the full
value of the tax credit.
To the extent that making the credits refundable or
changing to a point-of-sale rebate resulted in higher sales
of electric vehicles, federal costs would rise. However, if
such changes resulted in long-term reductions in gasoline
use and greenhouse gas emissions by influencing CAFE
standards, those reductions would tend to be more costeffective than the reductions achieved by increasing the
size of the current credits. Larger credits would raise the
government’s cost for each electric vehicle that would
have been purchased with the current credits (except
those for which the value of the credit was constrained by
the buyer’s tax liability). Making the incentives more
valuable to buyers with modest tax liability through a
rebate or a refundable credit would be less likely to
increase federal costs for vehicle purchases that would
have occurred in any event; in particular, it would not
raise the cost of sales to buyers who had enough tax
liability to claim the full credit.
Another difference between point-of-purchase rebates
and tax credits is that rebates would require appropriations from the Congress, which would subject the
program to more frequent review. Prospective buyers of
electric vehicles might view the rebate program as having
less certain federal support and might accelerate their
32. Another benefit of an immediate rebate is that it would have a
greater discounted value to buyers than a credit that they did not
receive until later, when they filed their tax returns. That difference in value would be very small, however (see the appendix).
33. Laura Paszkiewicz, “The Cost and Demographics of Vehicle
Acquisition,” Consumer Expenditure Survey Anthology, 2003,
Report 967 (Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
September 2003), pp. 61–66.
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purchases, increasing near-term sales at the expense of
medium- and long-term sales.

Other Policies to Reduce Gasoline Use or
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Giving people incentives to purchase electric vehicles is
only one way to pursue the goals of lowering gasoline
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. Other possible approaches include increasing gasoline taxes and
imposing limits on greenhouse gas emissions from
multiple sectors of the economy.
Raising Gasoline Taxes. Increasing taxes on gasoline—
which currently average 49 cents per gallon, counting
federal, state, and local taxes—would have an immediate
effect on fuel use and greenhouse gas emissions, because
consumers would drive less in the vehicles they already
own.34 The reduction in miles driven, which would not
have an offsetting CAFE effect, would grow over time, as
workers adjusted their commuting patterns. Higher gasoline taxes would also shift consumers’ demand for new
vehicles from low-fuel-economy models to higher-fueleconomy models (including electric vehicles). However,
that shift would probably be offset by the CAFE effect,
with manufacturers and retailers reducing the prices of
low-fuel-economy vehicles to maintain some lower level
of sales.
Unlike the incentives mentioned above, higher gasoline
taxes would boost federal revenues and thus cannot be
analyzed in terms of the government’s cost per unit of
gasoline saved or greenhouse gas emissions reduced. (Gasoline taxes have other implications for transportation and
the economy that are beyond the scope of this report.)
However, it is possible to calculate the amount of the
increase in gasoline taxes that would reduce gasoline use
or emissions in the long run by as much as tax credits
that had a specific impact on the prevalence of electric
vehicles. For instance, a tax increase of between about
30 cents and 55 cents per gallon (equivalent to a tax on
carbon dioxide of $35 to $60 per metric ton) would
reduce gasoline consumption by average-fuel-economy
conventional vehicles to about the same extent that the
34. The American Petroleum Institute publishes estimates of average
fuel taxes each calendar quarter; for the latest figures, see American Petroleum Institute, “Oil and Natural Gas Overview: Motor
Fuel Taxes,” www.api.org/oil-and-natural-gas-overview/industryeconomics/fuel-taxes.aspx.
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tax credits would if they raised electric vehicles’ share of
total light-duty vehicles driven by 5 percentage points—
an increase greater than the total share of traditional
hybrids today.35 The equivalent tax increase for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions is somewhat smaller—in the
range of 20 cents to 30 cents per gallon—because electric
vehicles have a proportionately greater impact on gasoline
consumption than they do on emissions. Those equivalent tax increases would be higher if electric vehicles were
to account for a larger share of vehicles driven in the
future.
Policies That Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions in
Multiple Sectors. For the goal of reducing emissions,
policies that apply to multiple sectors of the economy can
be much more efficient than approaches that focus only
on the transportation sector. One such option is a capand-trade program, in which policymakers set annual
limits (caps) on total emissions; require entities regulated
by the program (such as power plants and other large
sources of emissions) to hold rights, or allowances, to
emit greenhouse gases; and allow the entities to buy and
sell allowances (the trade part of the program). Such a
program would tend to minimize the total cost of achieving a given reduction in emissions, because regulated
entities that would face relatively high costs to decrease
their emissions could purchase allowances from other
35. The estimates for the equivalent tax on gasoline are based on a
long-term price elasticity of demand for gasoline of -0.4, meaning
that a 10 percent increase in gasoline prices reduces gasoline consumption by 4 percent in the long run. (The demand for gasoline
is less sensitive to price changes in the short run.) A plug-in hybrid
vehicle with a 16 kWh battery, for example, would consume about
70 percent less gasoline than a conventional vehicle of comparable
size and performance, so overall gasoline consumption would
decline by roughly 5 percent if the market share for those vehicles
increased by 5 percentage points (a 70 percent reduction for each
plug-in hybrid driven, times the assumed 5 percentage-point
increase in the share of all vehicles driven, times 1.5 for the indirect effect that sales of electric vehicles have on the average fuel
economy of conventional vehicles sold). If achieved through an
increase in gasoline taxes, that decline of roughly 5 percent in
long-term gasoline consumption would require a 13 percent
increase in gasoline prices (5 percent divided by the long-term
price elasticity of demand of 0.4), which amounts to about
50 cents per gallon under CBO’s assumption that the long-term
average price of gasoline is $3.60 per gallon (in 2010 dollars). The
range of 30 cents to 55 cents discussed above reflects the different
sizes of batteries and types of electric vehicles evaluated.
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regulated entities that could reduce emissions more
cheaply.36
Another broad option is to levy a tax on the carbon
content of fossil fuels, with the size of the tax dependent
on the amount of carbon dioxide released from burning
those fuels. Fossil fuels are used in all sectors of the
economy, either directly or indirectly (as an input to
electricity), so a carbon tax would reduce emissions
throughout the economy. Such reductions would come
partly from increases in the use of fossil fuels with lower
carbon intensity (such as natural gas) in place of fuels
with higher carbon intensity (such as coal) and partly
from decreases in the overall use of fossil fuels.
The advantage of a multisector approach can be seen by
comparing the transportation and electricity sectors. The
transportation sector is likely to be one of the most
expensive in which to reduce emissions, because it is
highly dependent on petroleum and few substitutes are
available. The electricity sector, by contrast, has a much
more diverse set of energy sources. Of the energy used to
produce electricity in the United States, about 50 percent
comes from coal, about 20 percent from natural gas,
36. Estimates of the government’s cost of using the tax credits for
electric vehicles to reduce greenhouse gas emissions are not
comparable with estimates of the price of allowances under a
cap-and-trade program for reducing emissions. The cost reported
in this study represents the average tax revenue forgone because of
the tax credits, whereas the price of allowances under a capand-trade program represents the cost of avoiding the last (or
marginal) ton of emissions under the specific requirements of the
program. For more information about cap-and-trade programs for
emissions, see Congressional Budget Office, Managing Allowance
Prices in a Cap-and-Trade Program (November 2010).
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about 20 percent from nuclear power, and about 10 percent from renewable sources. The diversity of energy
sources and the relative ease of substituting production
from some power plants for production from others allow
greater flexibility to use substitute fuels and to reduce
emissions at lower cost.
For example, companies that produce energy from renewable sources are eligible for a tax credit of 2.1 cents per
kWh produced. The cost to the federal government of
that credit is about $8 per metric ton of CO2e emissions
reduced for energy produced from geothermal sources
and about $12 per metric ton of CO2e emissions reduced
for energy from wind, compared with costs in the
hundreds of dollars per metric ton for the transportationrelated tax credits.37 However, compared with emissions
reductions in the transportation sector, reductions in the
electricity sector have fewer ancillary benefits in terms of
improving energy security by decreasing petroleum use.38
They would also have less impact than the tax credits on
the development of the electric vehicle industry.
37. Gilbert E. Metcalf, “Tax Policies for Low-Carbon Technologies,”
National Tax Journal, vol. 62, no. 3 (September 2009), pp. 519–
533. Those costs to the government of the production tax credit
for renewable energy are not directly comparable with the estimates in this study because they do not include an adjustment for
the portion of the wind or geothermal production that would
have occurred in the absence of the tax credit. Including such an
adjustment—so that the government’s costs reflected only the
emissions reductions caused by the tax credit—would raise the
costs of that credit. However, they would probably still be well
below CBO’s estimates for the electric vehicle tax credits.
38. For a discussion of energy security, see Congressional Budget
Office, Energy Security in the United States (May 2012).
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Appendix:
Details of the Technical Assumptions of
CBO’s Analysis

T

he extent to which the cost to consumers of owning and operating an electric vehicle differs from that of a
conventional vehicle or traditional hybrid depends on the
vehicle’s purchase price, its fuel economy, fuel prices, the
weights that consumers apply to costs that occur at different times, and other factors. Vehicles with larger batteries
are more expensive to buy, but they can be driven farther
on electric power. The savings in fuel costs from using an
electric vehicle depend on how much it is driven, the percentage of miles that it operates on electric power, its fuel
efficiency relative to that of alternative vehicles, and the
prices of electricity and gasoline (or other liquid fuels).
The estimates and assumptions about those factors that
the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) used in this
analysis are specified below.

40 percent markup to reflect the difference between the
cost of producing those vehicles and the price that consumers pay for them.)1 At those prices, a 16 kWh plug-in
hybrid costs about $19,000 more than a comparable
conventional vehicle.2

Prices for Electric Vehicles

The cost differential between electric and conventional
vehicles is about 40 percent lower for all-electric vehicles—which are assumed to have 24 kWh of battery

Because the tax credits for the purchase of an electric
vehicle and the price that consumers pay for that vehicle
depend on the size of the battery, CBO estimated the
price difference between electric and conventional vehicles on the basis of the electric vehicle’s battery capacity,
measured in kilowatt-hours (kWh) of electricity, along
with other factors that affect that difference.
On the basis of numerous studies about the current and
projected prices of electric vehicles, CBO concluded that
the average difference in retail price between a plug-in
hybrid vehicle and an equivalent conventional vehicle
includes a fixed component of about $4,000, which represents cost differences that are independent of battery
size, and a variable component of about $950 per kWh
of battery capacity, which represents costs that vary with
the size of the vehicle’s battery. (Those figures include a

Because different classes of electric vehicles cost more
or less to produce, CBO estimates that the average additional costs (both fixed and variable) of producing an
electric version of a light-duty truck are about 10 percent
higher than the average additional costs of all vehicles,
whereas the additional costs of producing an electric
passenger car are about 10 percent lower than the overall
average. (Light-duty trucks include pickup trucks, minivans, and sport-utility vehicles with a gross weight of no
more than 8,500 pounds—the definition of light duty.)

1. Lynette Cheah and John Heywood, “The Cost of Vehicle
Electrification: A Literature Review” (paper presented at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Energy Initiative Symposium “The Electrification of the Transportation System: Issues
and Opportunities,” Cambridge, Mass., April 8, 2010); National
Research Council, Committee on Assessment of Resource Needs
for Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Technologies, Transitions to Alternative Transportation Technologies—Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles
(National Academies Press, 2010); and Boston Consulting Group,
Batteries for Electric Cars: Challenges, Opportunities, and the
Outlook to 2020 (BCG, 2010), www.bcg.com/documents/
file36615.pdf.
2. Taking into account both the fixed and variable components of
cost, the $19,000 corresponds to roughly $1,200 per kWh. That
figure is more comparable with other analysts’ estimates that do
not distinguish between fixed and variable components.
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capacity—than for plug-in hybrid vehicles with the
same battery size, in part because all-electric vehicles use
no gasoline and therefore do not require an internal
combustion engine or an exhaust system.3 In addition,
all-electric vehicles have simpler transmission and fueling
systems. However, all-electric vehicles generally require
larger batteries to ensure that they can be driven far
enough to satisfy consumers’ needs. (Unlike a plug-in
hybrid vehicle, which can use gasoline like a conventional
vehicle once its battery power is exhausted, an all-electric
vehicle must stop and be recharged, a process that takes
far longer than filling a gasoline tank.) The need for large
batteries can be significant enough that some all-electric
vehicles will be more costly than smaller plug-in hybrid
vehicles, despite their lower average cost per unit of
battery capacity.

Vehicles’ Fuel Economy
To ensure consistency in estimates of fuel economy for
electric vehicles and for comparable conventional and
traditional hybrid vehicles, CBO relied on estimates for
three different hypothetical classes of electric vehicles:
low-fuel-economy light-duty trucks, average-fueleconomy light-duty vehicles, and high-fuel-economy
compact cars.4 The Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) estimates that those classes of vehicles could travel
between 2 and 4 miles per kWh of electricity when
3. Anup Bandivadekar and others, On the Road in 2035: Reducing
Transportation’s Petroleum Consumption and GHG Emissions,
LFEE 2008-05 RP (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Laboratory for Energy and the Environment, July 2008); Steve Plotkin
and others, Multi-Path Transportation Futures Study: Vehicle
Characterization and Scenario Analyses, ANL/ESD/09-5 (Argonne
National Laboratory, July 2009); Matthew A. Kromer and John B.
Heywood, Electric Powertrains: Opportunities and Challenges in the
U.S. Light-Duty Vehicle Fleet, LFEE 2007-03 RP (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Laboratory for Energy and the Environment, May 2007); and Jeremy J. Michalek and others, “Valuation
of Plug-In Vehicle Life-Cycle Air Emissions and Oil Displacement
Benefits,” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 108,
no. 40 (October 4, 2011), pp. 16554–16558.
4. Electric Power Research Institute, Environmental Assessment of
Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles, vol. 2, United States Air Quality
Analysis Based on AEO-2006 Assumptions for 2030, Technical
Report 1015326 (EPRI, July 2007); and Electric Power Research
Institute, Comparing the Benefits and Impacts of Hybrid Electric
Vehicle Options for Compact Sedan and Sport Utility Vehicles,
Technical Report 1006892 (EPRI, July 2002).
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running on electric power (including electricity lost when
recharging the plug-in batteries) and, in the case of plugin hybrids, could travel between 20 and 60 miles per
gallon when running on gasoline. Electric versions of
low-fuel-economy light-duty trucks would be at the
lower end of those ranges, and high-fuel-economy
compact cars would be at the upper end.
Traditional hybrid vehicles and plug-in hybrids have
about 50 percent higher fuel economy when running on
gasoline than equivalent conventional vehicles do.5 That
difference occurs because hybrids use their more efficient
electric motor during acceleration and because the energy
released during braking is recycled to recharge the battery.
Because that greater fuel efficiency is a product of the
number of starts and stops that a vehicle makes, the effect
is larger for city travel than for highway travel, a distinction not considered in this analysis.
Depending on vehicle class, the fuel economies of conventional vehicles considered in this analysis initially
range from 15 miles per gallon to about 40 miles per
gallon, with average conventional vehicles having a fuel
efficiency of about 25 miles per gallon—a value close to
the current average fuel economy standard for automakers as a group. However, the corporate average fuel
economy standards for all light-duty vehicles that a
manufacturer sells in a given year are set to increase by
an average of 3.5 percent a year from 2012 to 2021.6 In
evaluating the future cost-effectiveness of the tax credits,
CBO assumed that the fuel economies of all new conventional vehicles, traditional hybrids, and plug-in hybrids
sold would increase at that rate through 2020.
5. Electric Power Research Institute, Environmental Assessment of
Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles, vol. 2, United States Air Quality
Analysis Based on AEO-2006 Assumptions for 2030, Technical
Report 1015326 (EPRI, July 2007); and Constantine Samaras
and Kyle Meisterling, “Life Cycle Assessment of Greenhouse Gas
Emissions from Plug-in Hybrid Vehicles: Implications for Policy,”
Environmental Science and Technology, vol. 42, no. 9 (May 1,
2008), pp. 3170–3176.
6. Light-Duty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Emission Standards and Corporate Average Fuel Economy Standards, 75 Fed. Reg. 25,324 (May7,
2010); and 2017 and Later Model Year Light-Duty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Emission Standard and Corporate Average Fuel Economy
Standards, __ Fed. Reg. __ (Aug. 28, 2012) (to be codified at
40 C.F.R. pts. 85, 86, and 600; 49 C.F.R. pts. 523, 531, 533,
536, and 537) (Final Rule to be published in the Federal Register).

APPENDIX

Fuel Prices
CBO assumed that retail prices for gasoline would rise
in real terms (that is, adjusted to remove the effects of
inflation) over time but that electricity prices would
remain essentially unchanged in real terms. For simplicity, CBO assigned average real prices of gasoline and electricity over the life of a given vehicle. Thus, for example,
the gasoline used by current-model vehicles is assumed to
have a constant real price of about $3.60 per gallon,
whereas the gasoline used by new 2020 vehicles is
assumed to have a real price of about $3.90 per gallon.
For electricity, the real price changes only slightly and
thus remains at around 12 cents per kWh for vehicles in
both model years. Those figures, which are in 2010 dollars, are based on recent projections by the Energy Information Administration.7

Discount Rate
Because money received in the future is valued less than
the same amount received today, CBO discounted fuel
costs and tax credits to reflect the time at which they are
projected to be paid or received. Those discounted
amounts allowed CBO to estimate the present value of
the total lifetime costs of purchasing and operating a
particular type of vehicle.8
To discount savings from lower gasoline use, CBO used a
rate of 10 percent per year, which is consistent with evidence on how consumers discount future savings on
energy when making decisions about other types of purchases, such as home appliances or energy-efficiency
upgrades.9 That rate is higher than the discount rates that
CBO has used for future fuel purchases in other contexts.10 One reason for such a relatively high rate is that
there is considerable uncertainty about how higher vehicle fuel economy will reduce fuel costs in the future.
The extent of that reduction can depend on people’s
7. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook
2012, DOE/EIA-0383(2012) (June 2012).
8. CBO did not use discounting when it analyzed the costeffectiveness of the tax credits in reducing gasoline consumption
and greenhouse gas emissions, even though reductions that
occur earlier may be somewhat more valuable (because the benefits begin sooner) than reductions that occur later. Although
discounting is important in assessing people’s choices about
vehicle purchases, it would not affect the conclusions about the
cost-effectiveness of alternative policies—in part because the
effects of other policies that also work by changing the composition of the overall vehicle fleet are similarly spread out over time.
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individual circumstances—such as how long they will
own a vehicle, how extensively they will drive it, and their
local weather and driving conditions—as well as broader
factors such as how reliable electric vehicles and their
batteries will be and how high fuel prices will rise in the
future. Another reason for the relatively high discount
rate may be that consumers tend to focus on the attributes of a vehicle that are most salient at the time of purchase, such as the purchase price, size, comfort, safety,
and performance. Because those factors may matter differently to different buyers, CBO also considered the
impact of discount rates that were half as high (5 percent)
and twice as high (20 percent) on the results of its
analysis.
Discounting also slightly reduces the value to consumers
of the tax credits. Because the receipt of a tax credit is
much more certain to a new-vehicle buyer than future
reductions in gasoline costs are, CBO discounted the tax
credit at 2 percent per year, a rate consistent with
expected short-term interest rates in coming years. CBO
assumed that the credit would be applied about eight
months after an electric vehicle was purchased, on average, so the 2 percent discount rate implied roughly a
1 percent reduction in the perceived value of the credit.

Other Technical Assumptions
In this analysis, all types of vehicles (except all-electric
vehicles, as discussed below) are assumed to have an operating life of 150,000 miles. In addition, maintenance and
repair costs are assumed to be the same for all vehicles,
because CBO had no basis to judge whether electric vehicles would be more or less reliable or costly to repair than
conventional vehicles. Thus, fuel costs are the only factor
9. See, for example, Mark K. Dreyfus and W. Kip Viscusi, “Rates of
Time Preference and Consumer Valuations of Automobile Safety
and Fuel Efficiency,” Journal of Law and Economics, vol. 38, no. 1
(April 1995), pp. 79–105; Hunt Allcott and Nathan Wozny,
Gasoline Prices, Fuel Economy, and the Energy Paradox, 10-003
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Center for Energy and
Environmental Policy Research, March 2010); and Thomas S.
Turrentine and Kenneth S. Kurani, “Car Buyers and Fuel
Economy?,” Energy Policy, vol. 35, no. 2 (February 2007),
pp. 1213–1223.
10. For example, in a May 2011 study, The Cost-Effectiveness of
Nuclear Power for Navy Surface Ships, CBO discounted future
spending on oil supplies at 3 percent, a rate consistent with the
estimated return that private-sector investors would require to
provide fuel.
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in the analysis that creates differences in operating
expenses.
The average percentage of miles that a plug-in hybrid
vehicle operates on electric power depends on the number of miles it is driven each day and the maximum
distance it can travel on a single charge without using
gasoline (the vehicle’s electric range). On the basis of an
analysis of the reported driving habits of U.S. drivers,
CBO assumes that the plug-in hybrid vehicles in its
analysis can operate on electric power for 20 percent to
70 percent of the miles they travel, given the range of
battery capacities considered in this study.11 Those percentages include all of the miles traveled by people who
drive less than their vehicle’s electric range in a given day
and all of the miles not exceeding the vehicle’s electric
range traveled by people who drive longer distances. If,
for example, 10 drivers each drove 10 miles and 5 drivers
each drove 30 miles, electric power could account for
70 percent of the 250 miles traveled by electric vehicles
with a 15-mile electric range (all 100 miles of travel by
people driving 10 miles and 75 miles of travel by people
driving 30 miles). Increasing either the frequency with
which plug-in hybrids were recharged or the size of their
batteries would raise that percentage.
With all-electric vehicles, electric power accounts for
100 percent of travel, but mileage is constrained by the
lack of a secondary fuel source. CBO estimates the distance that all-electric vehicles travel each year as fractions
of the distance traveled by other comparable vehicles
(conventional vehicles, traditional hybrids, and plug-in
hybrids). Those fractions are derived by comparing the
average daily travel for vehicles that are not driven extensively with the average for all vehicles. For example, the
maximum distance (or range) that an average all-electric
vehicle in CBO’s analysis can drive without recharging is
about 55 miles, and the average distance traveled by drivers each day whose travel does not exceed 55 miles is
about 21 miles—or about 45 percent lower than the
38-mile national average for all light-duty vehicles.12 The
corresponding averages for all-electric versions of lightduty trucks and compact cars are roughly 16 miles and
11. SAE International, Utility Factor Definitions for Plug-In Hybrid
Electric Vehicles Using 2001 U.S. DOT National Household Travel
Survey Data, J2841 (SAE International, March 2009).
12. Based on data from the Federal Highway Administration’s 2009
National Household Travel Survey.
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24 miles driven per day, respectively, or about 60 percent
and 35 percent lower than the average for all light-duty
vehicles.
In assessing the lifetime costs of electric vehicles and the
emissions associated with their use, CBO took into
account the amount of electricity lost between its generation and its use for travel. An estimated 7 percent of
electric power is lost in the transmission and distribution
system—that is, between generating facilities and consumers.13 An additional 12 percent is lost when charging
an electric vehicle and converting the alternating current
produced by power plants into the direct current stored
in the vehicle’s battery.14

How Tax Credits Affect Sales of Electric
Vehicles and Overall Fuel Economy
As of yet, no reliable estimates exist of the share of electric
vehicle sales that can be attributed to the tax credits—
that is, of the number of vehicles that would not have
been sold without those credits. However, researchers
have analyzed the earlier tax credits that applied to purchases of traditional hybrids (which expired at the end of
2010) and estimated that they were responsible for
roughly one-quarter of all sales of those vehicles.15 On the
basis of that research, CBO estimates that the current tax
credits will be responsible for 30 percent of all electric
vehicles sold. That share is slightly higher than the estimate for the earlier tax credits because the current credits
are larger (a maximum of $7,500 rather than $3,400)
relative to the cost of the vehicles.
13. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Review 2010,
DOE/EIA-0384(2010) (October 2011), Figure 8.0, footnote 5.
14. Electric Power Research Institute, Environmental Assessment of
Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles, vol. 2, United States Air Quality
Analysis Based on AEO-2006 Assumptions for 2030, Technical
Report 1015326 (EPRI, July 2007).
15. Arie Beresteanu and Shanjun Li, “Gasoline Prices, Government
Support, and the Demand for Hybrid Vehicles in the United
States,” International Economic Review, vol. 52, no. 1 (February
2011), pp. 161–182; Kelly Sims Gallagher and Erich Muehlegger,
“Giving Green to Get Green? Incentives and Consumer Adoption
of Hybrid Vehicle Technology,” Journal of Environmental Economics and Management, vol. 61, no. 1 (January 2011), pp. 1–15; and
Ambarish Chandra, Sumeet Gulati, and Milind Kandlikar,
“Green Drivers or Free Riders? An Analysis of Tax Rebates for
Hybrid Vehicles,” Journal of Environmental Economics and
Management, vol. 60, no 2 (September 2010), pp. 78–93.
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The effects of the tax credits may extend beyond additional sales of electric vehicles, however. By lowering the
effective purchase price of electric vehicles, the credits
are likely to cause manufacturers to reduce prices of
competing high-fuel-economy conventional and traditional hybrid vehicles, thus raising the average fuel economy of other, nonelectric vehicles sold. That effect may
be large. The results of one study on the energy and environmental gains from the tax credits for traditional
hybrids suggest that the benefits from increased sales of
higher-fuel-economy conventional vehicles were about
one and a half times the benefits from sales of the hybrids
themselves.16
The relative size of those various gains depends on how
many vehicles are sold. Low sales of electric vehicles
would not greatly affect the average fuel economy of
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conventional vehicles. At least in the near term, sales of
electric vehicles will probably not be as large as sales of
traditional hybrids have been—because of differences in
their costs—so the impact of electric vehicles on the average fuel economy of other vehicles will probably be
smaller than was found for traditional hybrids. CBO
assumes that those spillover effects will be about half as
large as the direct effect from sales of electric vehicles.
Thus, in CBO’s analysis, the total reductions in fuel use
and greenhouse emissions from electric vehicles are
1.5 times the direct reductions.
16. Arie Beresteanu and Shanjun Li, “Gasoline Prices, Government
Support, and the Demand for Hybrid Vehicles in the United
States,” International Economic Review, vol. 52, no. 1 (February
2011), pp. 161–182.
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